
COMPANION FORMS OVER TOTALLY REAL FIELDS

TOBY GEE

Abstract. We show that if F is a totally real field in which p splits completely

and f is a mod p Hilbert modular form with parallel weight 2 < k < p, which is
ordinary at all primes dividing p and has tamely ramified Galois representation

at all primes dividing p, then there is a “companion form” of parallel weight

k′ := p + 1 − k. This work generalises results of Gross and Coleman–Voloch
for modular forms over Q.

1. Introduction

Theorems on “companion forms” were proved by Gross ([Gro90]) under the
assumption of some unchecked compatabilities, and then reproved by Coleman and
Voloch ([CV92]) without such assumptions. We generalise the methods of Coleman
and Voloch to totally real fields.

If f ∈ Sk(Γ1(N);Fp) is a mod p cuspidal eigenform, where p - N , there is a
continuous, odd, semisimple Galois representation

ρf : Gal(Q/Q) −→ GL2(Fp)

attached to f . A famous conjecture of Serre predicts that all continuous odd ir-
reducible mod p representations should arise in this fashion. Furthermore, the
“strong Serre conjecture” predicts a minimal weight kρ and level Nρ, in the sense
that ρ ∼= ρg for some eigenform g of weight kρ and level Nρ (prime to p), and
if ρ ∼= ρf for some eigenform f of weight k and level N prime to p then Nρ|N
and k ≥ kρ. Following the recent work of Khare, Wintenberger and Kisin, Serre’s
conjecture is now a theorem. However, very little is known about the natural gen-
eralisation of Serre’s conjecture to totally real fields. A much earlier result (which
is used in the work of Khare and Wintenberger) is the implication “weak Serre”
=⇒ “strong Serre”. If one wishes to generalise Khare and Wintenberger’s work to
totally real fields, a first step would be to generalise this earlier work.

In solving the problem of weight optimisation it becomes necessary to consider
the companion forms problem; that is, the question of when it can occur that we
have f =

∑
anq

n of weight 2 ≤ k ≤ p with ap 6= 0, and an eigenform g =
∑
bnq

n

of weight k′ = p + 1 − k such that nan = nkbn for all n. Serre conjectured that
this can occur if and only if the representation ρf is tamely ramified above p. This
conjecture has been settled in most cases in the papers of Gross ([Gro90]) and
Coleman-Voloch ([CV92]).

We generalise these results to the case of parallel weight Hilbert modular forms
over totally real fields F . We assume that p splits completely in F . Our arguments
are based on those of [CV92], with several non-trivial and crucial adjustments (see
below). Subsequent to the writing of this paper, we found a different approach
to these problems via deformation theory and modularity lifting theorems, which
yields rather stronger results (see [Gee]). However, while our main result is weaker
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than that of [Gee], we feel that the results contained herein are of independent
interest, because of the light they shed on the results of [CV92], and because the
techniques (for example, the construction of a θ-operator on Hilbert modular forms
on Shimura curves) may well be of more general use; see the remarks below.

Our main theorem is the following:

Theorem A. Let F be a totally real field in which an odd prime p splits completely.
Let π be a mod p Hilbert modular form of parallel weight 2 < k < p and level n,
with n coprime to p. Suppose that π is ordinary at all primes p|p, and that the mod
p representation ρπ : Gal(F/F )→ GL2(Fp) is irreducible and is tamely ramified at
all primes p|p. Then there is a companion form π′ of parallel weight k′ = p+ 1− k
and level n satisfying ρπ′

∼= ρπ ⊗χk′−1, where χ is the p-adic cyclotomic character.

In the case F = Q, the mod p Galois representations associated to modular forms
may be found in the p-adic Tate modules of the Jacobians of certain modular curves.
For other totally real fields one can often use the Jacquet-Langlands correspondence
to realise them in the Tate modules of the Jacobians of Shimura curves associated to
certain quaternion algebras (see [Car86b]). Although arguments on “level lowering”
for mod p modular forms have been generalised to the totally real case by arguing
on these Shimura curves (cf. [Jar99]), it does not seem to be possible to generalise
the methods of [Gro90] or [CV92] to work on these curves, because they have no
“modular” interpretation as PEL Shimura varieties. Indeed, it is not even clear
that there is a natural “Hasse invariant” on the curves corresponding to quaternion
algebras. We work instead on certain unitary curves defined over degree two CM
extensions E of F , which are of PEL type. In order to base change the Hilbert
modular forms to automorphic forms on these Shimura curves it is necessary to
twist by certain grossencharacters of E; we then obtain companion forms on the
Shimura curves before twisting back again.

In order to apply the ideas of [CV92] it is necessary to have semistable mod-
els of the Shimura curves we use, and we construct these following [KM85]. The
arguments in [CV92] depend crucially on the use of q-expansions, which are not
available to us due to the lack of cusps on our Shimura curves. It has therefore been
necessary to construct arguments that apply more generally; we do this by system-
atic use of expansions at supersingular points. We suspect that this technique will
be of use in much more general situations than the one considered here, and it may
well be possible to use these expansions to replace many other arguments in the
literature which require the use of expansions at cusps. See, for example, section
4.3 for an example of these techniques. In addition, we make use of a θ-operator
on our Shimura curves (the operator M of section 4.3); we expect this operator to
prove as useful in this context as the classical one has proved to be on modular
curves. For example, this operator should prove useful in proving results about
the possible weights of non-ordinary Hilbert modular forms. These techniques may
additionally prove useful in the study of Serre weight for higher-dimensional uni-
tary groups, about which very little is known; such study would take place on
higher-dimensional Shimura varieties which are defined in an analogous fashion to
the curves considered here.

In section 2 we construct the semistable models of Shimura curves that we need.
We work here in rather greater generality than we require for the rest of the paper,
assuming nothing about the ramification of p in F . Section 3 contains the neces-
sary background material on automorphic forms and base change. In section 4 we
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construct Hecke operators on Shimura curves and present our generalisations of the
arguments of [CV92]. Finally, we present the proof of Theorem A in section 5.

Where possible, our notation follows that of the original papers [Car86a] and
[CV92]. One possible point of confusion is that the unitary groups we study are,
loosely speaking, forms of ResF/Q GL2×GL1. When we refer to “the” Galois repre-
sentation attached to such an automorphic form, we mean the Galois representation
attached to the GL2-part, rather than some twist of this by the character corre-
sponding to the GL1-part. However, we will always ensure that the GL1-part of our
forms is trivial at p, so the local representation at p will in any case be independent
of any such twist.

This paper is almost entirely the author’s PhD thesis under the supervision of
Kevin Buzzard, and it is a pleasure to thank him both for suggesting the problem
and for numerous helpful conversations. The proof of the combinatorial result
needed in Theorem 4.9 is based on an argument of Noam Elkies; any deficiencies
in its exposition are due to me. It is a pleasure to thank Fred Diamond, Frazer
Jarvis, and Richard Taylor for several helpful conversations.

2. Shimura Curves

2.1. Notation for Shimura Curves. Our notation follows that of [Car86a]. Let
F be a totally real field of degree d > 1 over Q, and denote by τ1, . . . , τd the infinite
places of F . Let p be a finite place of F , and let κ be the residue field of F at p,
with cardinality q and characteristic p, and write Op for the ring of integers of Fp,
the completion of F at p. Write also O(p) for F ∩Op and Onr

p for the completion of
the ring of integers of Fnr

p , the maximal unramified extension of Fp. Fix once and
for all an isomorphism C ∼−→ Qp; this isomorphism will be used implicitly in our
discussion of automorphic forms. Let the primes of F above p be p1, p2, . . . , pm,
where p1 = p. Let B be a quaternion algebra over F which splits at exactly one
infinite place, say τ1, and suppose that B splits at p. We fix a maximal order OB

of B, and choose an isomorphism between OB,v and M2(Ov) at all finite places v
of F where B splits. We also choose an isomorphism between Bτ1 and M2(R).

Define G = ResF/Q(B×), a reductive group over Q. Then if K is a compact
open subgroup of G(A∞Q ) we define the associated Shimura curve to be MK(C) =
G(Q)\

(
G(A∞Q )× (C−R)

)
/K (here A∞Q denotes the finite adeles). By work of

Shimura, MK(C) has a canonical model MK over F (see page 152 of [Car86a]). Let
Γ be the restricted direct product of the (B ⊗ Fv)× for all v 6= p. If K = KpK

p,
with Kp ⊆ GL2(Op) and Kp ⊆ Γ, we write MKp,Kp for MK , and we extend this
notation in an obvious fashion in the following paragraphs. Define the groups

Wn(p) =
{(

a b
c d

)
∈ GL2(Op)

∣∣∣∣(a b
c d

)
≡
(

1 0
0 1

)
(mod pn)

}
,

and write Mn,H for MWn(p),H . We also write M0,H for MGL2(Op),H . Carayol
([Car86a]) shows further that for H sufficiently small (depending on i) there are
smooth models Mi,H for the Mi,H(C) over Op.

Define the group

bal .U1(p) =
{(

a b
c d

)
∈ GL2(Op)

∣∣∣∣a− 1 ∈ p, d− 1 ∈ p, c ∈ p

}
.
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We construct integral models for Mbal .U1(p),H , via constructing integral models for
the associated unitary curves. It is these unitary curves that will be used in the
main part of this paper.

Carayol also defines T = ResF/Q(Gm), and for any compact open subgroup
U ⊆ T (A∞Q ) the finite setMU (C) = T (Q)\

(
T (A∞Q )× π0(T (R))

)
/U . This set has

a natural right action of Gal(Q/F ), acting through Gal(F ab/F ) via the inverse of
the natural action of π0(T (Q)\T (AQ)) and the isomorphism given by local class
field theory (normalised to take geometric Frobenius to a uniformiser), which gives
rise to a finite F -scheme together with an action of T (A∞Q ). Similarly, we define
Un

p to be the subgroup of O×p consisting of units congruent to 1 modulo pn, and
for V ⊆ (A∞,p

F )∗ an open compact subgroup we put Mn,V =MUn
p×V , and define

Mn = lim←−V
Mn,V . Then, for example,M0 is isomorphic to Spec(Fnr

p ).

2.2. Carayol’s Work. The curves MK are not PEL Shimura curves, so in order to
construct integral models Carayol instead works with the Shimura curves associated
to certain unitary groups, and then uses results of Deligne to relate these to the
original curves.

Choose λ < 0 in Q so that K = Q(
√
λ) is split at p, and define E = F (

√
λ).

Fix a choice of square root of λ in C, so that the embeddings τi : F ↪→ R extend
to embeddings τi : E ↪→ C; we always consider E as a subfield of C via τ1. Choose
a square root µ of λ in Qp, so that the morphism E −→ Fp ⊕ Fp, x + y

√
λ 7→

(x+ yµ, x− yµ) extends to an isomorphism

E ⊗Qp
∼−→ Fp ⊕ Fp

∼−→ (Fp1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Fpm)⊕ (Fp1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Fpm)

which gives an inclusion of E in Fp via

E ↪→ E ⊗Qp
∼−→ Fp ⊗ Fp

pr1−→ Fp
pr1−→ Fp.

Let z −→ z̄ denote conjugation in E with respect to F . Put D = B ⊗F E and
let l −→ l be the product of the canonical involution of B with conjugation in E.
Choose δ ∈ D such that δ = δ and define an involution on D by l∗ = δ−1lδ. Choose
α ∈ E such that α = −α. Then if V denotes the underlying Q-vector space of D
with left action of D, we have a symplectic form Ψ on V given by

Ψ(v, w) = trE/Q(α trD/E(vδw∗)).

Then Ψ is a nondegenerate alternating form on V satisfying, for all l ∈ D,

Ψ(lv, w) = Ψ(v, l∗w).

LetG′ be the reductive algebraic group over Q such that for any Q-algebra R, G′(R)
is the group ofD-linear symplectic similitudes of (V ⊗QR,Ψ⊗QR); alternatively, we
may define G′ as follows, as in section 2.1 of [Car86a]. Let TE = ResE/Q(Gm). Let
S denote ResC/R(Gm), and let UE be the subgroup of TE defined by the equation
zz = 1. Then we can define G′′ = G×Z TE , and a morphism

G′′ = G×Z TE
ν′−→ T × UE

by (g, z) 7→ (ν(g)zz, z/z), where ν is the reduced norm on G. Then if T ′ is the
subtorus Gm×UE of T×UE , G′ is the inverse image under ν′ of T ′. This description
has the advantage of furnishing us with an isomorphism

G′(Qp) = Q∗p ×GL2(Fp)× (B ⊗F Fp2)
∗ × · · · × (B ⊗F Fpm

)∗,
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where the Q∗p factor is given by ν(g)zz.
Carayol ([Car86a], section 2.1) defines a morphism h′ : S −→ G′R, such that the

G′(R)-conjugacy class of h′ may be identified with the complex upper half plane,

and the composition S h′−→ G′R −→ GL(VR) defines a Hodge structure of type
{(−1, 0), (0,−1)} on VR. We can (and do) choose δ so that Ψ is a polarisation for
this Hodge structure.

Let OD be a maximal order of D, corresponding to a lattice VZ in V . The above
decomposition of E ⊗Qp induces decompositions of D ⊗Qp and OD ⊗ Zp:

OD ⊗ Zp = OD1
1
⊕ · · ·⊕ OD1

m
⊕ OD2

1
⊕ · · ·⊕ OD2

m⋂ ⋂ ⋂ ⋂ ⋂
D ⊗Qp = D1

1 ⊕ · · ·⊕ D1
m ⊕ D2

1 ⊕ · · ·⊕ D2
m

where each Dk
j is an Fpj

-algebra isomorphic to B ⊗F Fpj
, and l 7→ l∗ interchanges

D1
j and D2

j . In particular D1
1 and D2

1 are isomorphic to M2(Fp). We can, and do,
choose OD, α and δ so that the following conditions hold:

(1) OD is stable under l 7→ l∗.
(2) Each ODk

j
is a maximal order in Dk

j , and OD2
1
↪→ D2

1 = M2(Fp) is identified
with M2(Op).

(3) Ψ takes integer values on VZ.
(4) Ψ induces a perfect pairing Ψp on VZp = VZ ⊗ Zp.

Then every OD ⊗ Zp-module Λ admits a decomposition as

Λ = Λ1
1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Λ1

m ⊕ Λ2
1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Λ2

m

with Λk
j an ODk

j
-module. The OD2

1
-module Λ2

1 decomposes further as the direct

sum of two Op-modules Λ2,1
1 and Λ2,2

1 , the kernels of the idempotents
(

1 0
0 0

)
and(

0 0
0 1

)
respectively.

Let X ′ be the G′(R)-conjugacy class of h′; then for any open compact subgroup
K ′ ⊆ G′(A∞Q ) we have a Shimura curve over C

M ′K′(C) = G′(Q)\
(
G′(A∞Q )×X ′

)
/K ′.

By work of Shimura this has a canonical smooth and proper model M ′K′ defined
over E, which represents the functor

MK′ : E-algebras −→ Sets

where for any E-algebra R,MK′(R) is the set of isomorphism classes of quadruples
(A, ι, λ, η), such that

(1) A is an abelian scheme of relative dimension 4d over R, with an action
ι : D ↪→ End(A)⊗Q of D. This action induces an action of E on Lie(A),
and for each τi we let Lieτi

(A) = Lie(A) ⊗E,τi
C. Then we require that

Lieτi
(A) = 0 for all i > 1.

(2) λ is a polarisation of A so that the Rosati involution sends ι(l) to ι(l∗).
(3) η is a class modulo K ′ of symplectic D-linear similitudes η : V̂ (A) −→

V ⊗A∞Q , where V̂ = T̂ ⊗Q is the product of the Tate modules of A over
all primes, with symplectic structure coming from the Weil pairings.

Our choice of embedding of E into Fp allows us to base change this model to Fp,
where we again denote it by M ′K′ . This again represents a moduli problem, and in
fact Carayol constructs an integral model for M ′K′ by describing a moduli problem
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over Op which is represented by a smooth and proper scheme M′K′ , assuming that
K ′ is small enough, and which satisfies M′K′ ⊗ Fp

∼−→ M ′K′ . Using the above
notation we now describe the moduli problem represented by M′n,H′ for H ′ ⊆ Γ′

sufficiently small, where

G′(A∞Q ) = Q∗p ×GL2(Fp)× Γ′,

so that Γ′ = G′(Ap,∞
Q )×(B⊗F Fp2)

∗×· · ·×(B⊗F Fpm
)∗. In fact, M′n,H′ represents

the functor
M′

n,H′ : Op-algebras −→ Sets

where for any Op-algebra R, M′
n,H′(R) is the set of isomorphism classes of quin-

tuples (A, ι, λ, ηp, η
p) such that

(1) A is an abelian scheme of relative dimension 4d over R, with an action
ι : OD ↪→ EndR(A) of OD such that
(a) the projective R-module Lie2,1

1 (A) has rank one, and Op acts on it via
Op ↪→ R,

(b) for j ≥ 2, Lie2
j (A) = 0.

(2) λ is a polarisation of A of degree prime to p such that the Rosati involution
sends ι(l) to ι(l∗).

(3) ηp is an isomorphism of (Op/p
n)-modules

ηp : (Apn)2,1
1

∼−→ (p−n/Op)2.

(4) ηp is a class of isomorphisms ηp = ηp
p ⊕ ηp : T p

p (A)⊕ T̂ p(A) ∼−→ W p
p ⊕ Ŵ p

modulo H ′, with ηp
p linear and ηp symplectic, where T̂ p(A) is the product

of the Tate modules away from p, T p
p (A) = (Tp(A))22 ⊕ · · · ⊕ (Tp(A))2m,

Ŵ p = VZ ⊗ Ẑp and W p
p = (VZp)22 ⊕ · · · ⊕ (VZp)2m.

We have a short exact sequence

1 −→ G1 −→ G′
ν′−→ T ′ −→ 1

where G1 is the derived subgroup of G, and thus also of G′. Then for any compact
open subgroup U ′ ⊆ T (A∞Q ) we define the finite set

M′U ′(C) = T ′(Q)\
(
T ′(A∞Q )× π0(T ′(R))

)
/U ′.

This set has a natural right action of Gal(Q/E) defined via class field theory as
before, and we have a model over E, denoted M′U ′ . For K ′ ⊆ G′(A∞Q ) open and
compact this yields an E-morphism with geometrically connected fibres

M ′K′
ν′−→M′ν′(K′).

For H ′ sufficiently small so that M ′0,H′ exists, we see that there is a universal
abelian variety A together with an action of OD. Then for all n we have a locally
free (Op/p

n)-scheme E′n,H′ defined by

E′n,H′ = (Apn)2,1
1 .

In section 3.3 of [Car86a] Carayol notes the equality

E′n,H′ = [M ′n,H′ × (p−n/Op)2]/GL2(Op/p
n);

we can also define a group L′n overM′0,V ′ via

L′n = [M′n,V ′ × (p−n/Op)]/(Op/p
n)∗.
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Locally for the étale topology on M ′0,H′ we see that E′n,H′ is isomorphic to the
constant (Op/p

n)-module (Op/p
n)2, and M ′n,H′ is the scheme over M ′0,H′ parame-

terising isomorphisms kp : E′n,H′
∼= (p−n/Op)2. Upon choosing a uniformiser p we

have an isomorphism
2∧
Op

(p−n/Op)2
det
∼−→ (p−2n/p−n)

pn

∼−→ (p−n/Op)

which induces an isomorphism
2∧
Op

E′n
∼−→ ν′∗L′n.

We denote the resulting alternating Op-bilinear pairing (the “Weil pairing”) by

e′n : E′n × E′n −→ ν′∗L′n.

These definitions are easily extended to M′0,H′ . Indeed, if A is the universal
abelian scheme over M′0,H′ , we put

E′n,H′ = (Apn)2,1
1 .

These fit together to give a divisible Op-module E′∞. Let M′
n,V ′ be the normali-

sation of M′n,V ′ in the ring of p-integers of E. Then ([Car86a], section 8.3) there
is a unique simultaneous extension of the groups L′n,V ′ to finite locally free groups
L′n,V ′ over M′

n,V ′ satisfying obvious compatablities, and a unique extension of

M ′K′
ν′−→ M′ν′(K′) to a morphism M′K′

ν′−→ M′
ν′(K′). In section 9.1 of [Car86a]

Carayol demonstrates that there is a unique extension of e′n to an alternating Op-
bilinear pairing

e′n : E′n ×M′
0,H′

E′n −→ ν′∗L′n.

At each geometric point x of M′0,H′ ⊗ κ we have a local divisible Op-module
E′∞|x. For every positive integer h there is a unique divisible formal Op-module Σh

over κ̄ of height h (see [Car86a], section 0.8). From the existence of an alternating
pairing we conclude that E′∞|x must be self-dual, and up to isomorphism either

(1)E′∞|x ∼= Σ1 × (Fp/Op), or
(2)E′∞|x ∼= Σ2.
As in the modular setting, we call x ordinary in the first case and supersingular

in the second. From section 9.4 of [Car86a] it follows that the set of supersingular
points is finite and nonempty.

For the purposes of our constructions (and in particular the modular interpreta-
tion of Hecke operators) it is more natural to work with the unitary curves; we will
make use of results from [Jar99], which deals instead with the quaternionic curves,
but it is easy to see that the arguments in question carry over unchanged from the
quaternion algebra to the unitary setting.

2.3. The bal .U1(p)-Problem.

Definition 2.1. Let S be a scheme over M′0,H′ , where H ′ is sufficiently small for
E′1,H′ to exist. For a subscheme Q of E′1|S , let IQ be the ideal sheaf defining Q. If
P is a section of E′1|S and K a locally free sub-Op/p-group scheme of E′1|S , we say
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that P generates K, and write K = 〈P 〉, if K is the subscheme of E′1|S defined by
the ideal

∏
λ∈(Op/p) IλP .

Note that a generator in our sense is an “(Op/p)-generator” in the sense of
[KM85].

Definition 2.2. A bal .U1(p)-structure on S, an M′0,H′ -scheme, is an f.p.p.f. short
exact sequence of Op-group schemes on S

0 −→ K −→ E′1|S −→ K
′ −→ 0

such that K, K′ are both locally free of rank q, together with P ∈ K(S), P ′ ∈ K′(S)
such that K = 〈P 〉, K′ = 〈P ′〉.

Definition 2.3. Define the functor

M′
bal .U1(p),H′ : Sch/M′0,H′ −→ Sets,

T 7→ bal .U1(p)(T ) := {bal .U1(p)-structures on T}.

Definition 2.4. Define the functor

M′bal .U1(p),H′ : Sch/M ′0,H′ −→ Sets,

T 7→ {P a nowhere-zero section of E′1|T , P
′ a nowhere-zero section of E′1|T /〈P 〉}.

Lemma 2.5. The functors M′
bal .U1(p),H′ and M′bal .U1(p),H′ agree on M ′0,H′-

schemes.

Proof. To give an M′
bal .U1(p),H′ -structure is to give a section P which generates a

finite flat sub-Op-group scheme 〈P 〉 of E′1|S of rank q, together with a generating
section P ′ of E′1|S /〈P 〉. If S is a scheme over M ′0,H′ , E′1|S = E′1|S which is étale
over S. Thus locally in the étale topology E′1|S is non-canonically isomorphic to
(Op/p)2, so that 〈P 〉, 〈P ′〉 are both isomorphic to (Op/p), and thus P , P ′ are both
nowhere zero sections killed by p. The converse is clear. �

Lemma 2.6. The F -scheme M ′bal .U1(p),H′ represents the functor M′bal .U1(p),H′ .

Proof. Let M′1,H′ be the functor:

M′1,H′ : Sch/M ′0,H′ −→ Sets,

T 7→ {pairs (P,Q) of sections of E′1|T over T which trivialise E′1|T }.
Then M′1,H′ is represented by M ′1,H′ . For any object S of Sch/M ′0,H′ we have an
action of GL2(Op/p) onM′1,H′(S) given by

(P,Q) 7→ (P,Q)
(
a b
c d

)
= (aP + cQ, bP + dQ).

Furthermore this action is clearly functorial, and the equivalence classes under the
action of the subgroup

bal .Ũ1(p) =
{(

a b
c d

)
∈ GL2(Op/p)

∣∣∣∣a− 1 ∈ p, d− 1 ∈ p, c ∈ p

}
give elements of M′bal .U1(p),H′(S) in the obvious way, so that we have a map of
moduli problems M′1,H′ −→M′bal .U1(p),H′ .
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Locally for the étale topology we may complete any bal .U1(p)-structure (P, P ′)
(note that the pair (P, P ′) determines K, K′) to a pair (P,Q) ∈ M1,H(S) triv-
ialising E′1|S , and so to a morphism S −→ M ′1,H′ of M ′0,H′ -schemes. Thus to
give a bal .U1(p)-structure on S is to give a section S −→ M ′1,H′/bal .Ũ1(p) =
M ′bal .U1(p),H′ , andM′bal .U1(p),H′ is represented by the F -scheme M ′bal .U1(p),H′ . �

Lemma 2.7. The functor M′
bal .U1(p),H′ is represented by the scheme M′bal .U1(p),H′ .

Proof. By Lemma 7.5 of [Jar99] the functor M′
U1(p),H′ is representable, so it suf-

fices to prove that the moduli problem associating bal .U1(p)-structures to U1(p)-
structures is relatively representable. The additional structure is the choice of a
generator for E′1|S /〈P 〉, so the result follows by Proposition 1.10.13 of [KM85]. �

Lemma 2.8. The scheme M′bal .U1(p),H′ is regular of dimension two, and the pro-
jection map M′bal .U1(p),H′ −→M′0,H′ is finite and flat.

Proof. (cf. [KM85] 5.1, [Jar99] Theorem 7.6). That the natural projection map
M′bal .U1(p),H′ → M′0,H′ is finite is immediate from the finiteness of E′1, and the
observation that any point P is a generator for only finitely many K. To see this,
note that it suffices to prove this over an algebraically closed base field; but then
the result follows from the proof of [Dri76], Proposition 1.7, which gives an explicit
description of E′1, and from an argument similar to the one on page 241 of [DR73].
We prove flatness and regularity via the homogeneity principle of [KM85]. Let U
be the set of points x of M′0,H′ such that for any lift y ∈ M′bal .U1(p),H′ of x the
local ring at y is regular and flat over the local ring at x. We prove that:

(H1) U is open.
(H2) Mbal .U1(p),H′ is finite étale over M0,H′ , so in particular (as M0,H′ is regular

of dimension two) U contains all of M0,H′ .
(H3) If U contains an ordinary point of M′0,H′ ⊗ κ then it contains all ordinary

points of M′0,H′ ⊗ κ.
(H4) If U contains a supersingular point of M′0,H′ ⊗κ then it contains all super-

singular points of M′0,H′ ⊗ κ.
(H5) U contains a supersingular point of M′0,H′ ⊗ κ.
It will then be immediate that U = M′0,H′ (because U is open and there are only

finitely many supersingular points, (H5) implies that U also contains an ordinary
point, and hence all points by (H3) and (H4)), so the lemma will follow (two-
dimensionality being clear, as M′0,H′ is itself regular two-dimensional).

The projection M′bal .U1(p),H′ −→ M′0,H′ is finite so proper, so the complement
of U is closed, being the union of the two closed sets in M′0,H′ which are the images
of the closed subsets of M′bal .U1(p),H′ at which M′bal .U1(p),H′ is not regular or not
flat over M′0,H′ . Thus (H1) is proved.

Since M ′1,H′ is certainly finite étale over M ′0,H′ , so too is M ′bal .U1(p),H′ , so (H2)
is immediate.

The proofs of (H3) and (H4) are identical to those in [Jar99] Theorem 7.6, but
we include them for completeness’ sake. Let x be a closed point of M′0,H′ ⊗ κ.
If y is a closed point of M′bal .U1(p),H′ lying above x, then the map OM′

0,H′ ,x
−→

OM′
bal .U1(p),H′ ,y

is flat if and only if the induced map Ôsh
M′

0,H′ ,x
−→ Ôsh

M′
bal .U1(p),H′ ,y
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is flat, and OM′
bal .U1(p),H′ ,y

is regular if and only if Ôsh
M′

bal .U1(p),H′ ,y
is regular

([Gro67], IV 18.8.8 and 18.8.13). We are thus reduced, by the argument on p.133
of [KM85], to considering the case where x is a geometric point of the special fibre.

Let (M̂′0,H′)(x) be the completion of the strict henselisation of M′0,H′ at x. Then
by [Car86a] 6.6 E′∞|( cM′0,H′ )(x)

is the universal deformation of E′∞|x, so that the

isomorphism class of the map Ôsh
M′

0,H′ ,x
−→ Ôsh

M′
bal .U1(p),H′ ,y

depends only on
the universal deformation of E′∞|x, which in turn depends only on whether x is
ordinary or supersingular, as required.

It remains to prove (H5). Accordingly, let x be a supersingular point of the
special fibre of M′0,H′ . Let C denote the category of complete noetherian local
Onr

p -algebras with residue field κ̄. By [Jar99] Theorem 4.5, the functor

C −→ Sets,

R 7→ {isomorphism classes of deformations of E′∞|x},
is represented by Onr

p [[t]].

Lemma 2.9. The set bal .U1(p)(x) contains precisely one element.

Proof. The set bal .U1(p)(x) is the set of triples (K, P, P ′) with K a finite flat Op-
subgroup scheme of E′1|κ̄, P ∈ K(κ̄) a generator of K, and P ′ a κ̄-valued generator
of K′ = E′1|x /K. But E′1|x is local (as we are in the supersingular case), so K
and K′ are both local, so P = P ′ = 0. This gives us a unique bal .U1(p)-structure,
as required (again, by the proof of Proposition 1.7 of [Dri76] Σ2 has a unique sub
(Op/p)-module of rank q). �

Consequently, we see that the moduli problem of bal .U1(p)-structures on E′∞|( cM′0,H′ )(x)
/Onr

p [[t]]
is represented by an affine scheme Spec(A) with A a local ring. By the argument of
[KM85] Proposition 5.2.2 we need only show that the maximal ideal of A is gener-
ated by two elements, which we can do by mimicking the proof of [KM85] Theorem
5.3.2. In fact, the required argument is formally identical to that given in [KM85];
again, we can work with parameters X(P ), X ′(P ′) on the formal Op-module, and
then apply Proposition 5.3.4 of [KM85] in the case pn = q. �

2.4. Canonical Balanced Structures. Just as in the modular curve case, the
existence of an alternating form on E′1 allows us to define canonical bal .U1(p)-
structures; these are the analogue of the moduli structures obtained by fixing a
value of the Weil pairing in the elliptic curve case. Firstly, we define

Definition 2.10. A section P of ν′∗L′1,H |S , S an M′0,H′ -scheme, is a generator of
ν′∗L′1,H′(S) if the subscheme of ν′∗L′1,H′(S) defined by the ideal

∏
λ∈(Op/p) IλP is

ν′∗L′1,H′(S).

Theorem 2.11. The functor

Sch/M′0,H′ −→ Sets,

S 7→ {generators of ν′∗L′1,H′(S)}

is representable by an affine scheme L′×1,H′ .

Proof. In fact, L′×1,H′ is obviously a closed subscheme of the (finite, so) affine scheme
ν′∗L′1,H′ . �
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Definition 2.12. Given a bal .U1(p)-structure (K, P, P ′) we define 〈P, P ′〉 := e1(P,Q)
where Q is any lift of P ′ to E′1|S (note that this is well defined because e1(P, P ) = 1;
note also that Q may in fact be defined over a finite flat extension of S, but e1(P,Q)
will still be defined over S by descent).

We can now define canonical bal .U1(p)-structures exactly as in [KM85] chapter
9:

Definition 2.13. A bal .U1(p)can-structure on S, an L′×1,H′ -scheme, is an f.p.p.f.
short exact sequence of Op-group schemes on S

0 −→ K −→ E′1|S −→ K
′ −→ 0

such that K, K′ are both locally free of rank q, together with P ∈ K(S), P ′ ∈ K′(S)
such that the L′×1,H′ -structure on S provided by P is the canonical one (i.e. the one
that S possesses as an L′×1,H′ -scheme).

The obvious modifications of the proofs of Proposition 9.1.7 and Corollaries
9.1.8–9.1.10 of [KM85] are also valid in our case. Thus

Theorem 2.14. The functor

Sch/L′×1,H′ −→ Sets,

S 7→ {bal .U1(p)can − structures on S}

is represented by a scheme M′canbal .U1(p),H′ regular and equidimensional of dimension
two.

Proof. Exactly as in Chapter 9 of [KM85]. �

Note that after a change of base to the tamely ramified extension of Fp deter-
mined by our choice of uniformiser p, the scheme ν′∗L′1,H′ is étale, corresponding in
the usual fashion to p−1/Op together with a Galois action. Indeed, from section 8.2
of [Car86a] we see that if F 0

p is the extension of Fnr
p corresponding to (Op/p)∗ via

class field theory, then ν′∗L′1,H′ corresponds to p−1/Op, together with the action
of Gal(F p/F

nr
p ) given by the composition

Gal(F p/F
nr
p ) −→ Gal(F 0

p /F
nr
p ) ∼= (Op/p)∗.

2.5. Igusa Curves. Our study of the special fibre of M′bal .U1(p),H′ makes use of
Igusa curves; these are defined in just the same way as in the modular case. If S is a
M′0,H′ ⊗ κ-scheme, then we have the absolute Frobenius morphism Fabs : S −→ S,
given by s 7→ sq on affine rings. We also in the usual way obtain for any S-
scheme Z a relative Frobenius F : Z −→ Z(σ), where Z(σ) is the pullback of Z via
Fabs : S −→ S. In particular, we have a map F : E′1|S −→ E′1|

(σ)
S .

Let (−)D denote Cartier duality. Then we define the Verschiebung V : E′1|
(σ)
S −→

E′1|S to be the dual of

F : (E′1|S)D −→ (E′1|
D
S )(σ) = (E′1|

(σ)
S )D.

Definition 2.15. Let S be a M′0,H′ ⊗ κ-scheme. Then an Igusa structure on S is

a point P ∈ E′1|
(σ)
S (S) which generates the kernel of V : E′1|

(σ)
S −→ E′1|S .
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Lemma 2.16. The moduli problem

Ig : Sch/M′0,H′ ⊗ κ −→ Sets,

S 7→ {Igusa structures on S}

is representable by a finite flat M′0,H′ ⊗ κ-scheme M′Ig,H′ , which is regular one-
dimensional, of rank q − 1 over M′0,H ⊗ κ.

Proof. Everything follows as in the proof of Theorem 6.1.1. of [KM85] (see sections
8 and 9 of [Jar99]), except for regularity, which follows from an obvious modification
of the argument on page 363 of [KM85]. �

2.6. The Special Fibre. We now analyse the special fibre of M′canbal .U1(p),H′ with
the aid of the crossing theorem of [KM85], 13.1.3. We will show that M′canbal .U1(p),H′⊗
κ is the union of two smooth curves crossing transversally above the supersingular
points of M′0,H′ ⊗ κ. As in the modular case, one of these curves is essentially a
copy of M′0,H′ ⊗ κ, and corresponds to the generators of kerF , and the other is an
Igusa curve, the scheme of generators of kerV .

There is a unique morphism L′×1,H′ −→ κ (this can be seen explicitly by consid-
eration of the construction of tame extensions via adjoining roots of uniformisers)
so the reduction mod p of the bal .U1(p)can problem is given by

Sch/M′0,H′ ⊗ κ −→ Sets

S 7→ {bal .U1(p)-structures (K, P, P ′) with 〈P, P ′〉 = 1}.
The condition that the pairing be 1 is a closed condition, so this problem is repre-
sentable, say by M′bal .U1(p);det=1,H′ .

We need to analyse the possible (bal .U1(p); det = 1)-structures on geometric
points of M′0,H′ ⊗ κ. From section 9 of [Jar99] we see that if x is supersingular the
only possibility for K is kerF , and if x is ordinary then K is either kerF or kerV .
Furthermore:

Lemma 2.17. Let S be a M′0,H′ ⊗ κ-scheme. Let P be a generator of kerV .
Then the triple (kerV, P, 0) is a (bal .U1(p); det = 1)-structure on S(σ) and the
triple (kerF, 0, P modkerF ) is a (bal .U1(p); det = 1)-structure on S. Furthermore,
these constructions define closed immersions M′Ig,H′ ↪→ M′(σ)

bal .U1(p);det=1,H′ and
M′Ig,H′ ↪→M′bal .U1(p);det=1,H′ respectively.

Proof. That these define bal .U1(p)-structures on S follows from the proof of [Jar99]
Theorem 10.2. We need to check that 〈P, 0〉 = 1; but by definition 〈P, 0〉 =
e1(P, P ) = 1, as required.

Our claimed immersions are certainly M′0,H′⊗κ-maps between finite M′0,H′⊗κ-
schemes, so are finite and hence proper. We claim that they are injective on S-
valued points for all M′0,H′ ⊗ κ-schemes; this is immediate, since we can clearly
recover P from the image. But ([Gro67] 18.12.6) a proper monomorphism is a
closed immersion, as required. �

Theorem 2.18. M′bal .U1(p);det=1,H′ is the disjoint union with transverse crossings
at the supersingular points of two smooth κ-curves.

Proof. This follows from an application of the Crossings Theorem ([KM85], The-
orem 13.1.3) and the previous lemma; one of our curves is M′Ig,H′ and the other
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is M′(σ
−1)

Ig,H′ . The required argument is very similar to that in section 9 of [Jar99].
That the crossings occur at the supersingular points is simply the statement that
kerF = kerV precisely in the supersingular case.

We claim that the completion of the strict henselisation of the local ring at the
supersingular points is κ̄[[x, y]]/(xy), where as before x = X(P ), y = X ′(P ′), from
which it is immediate that the crossings at the singular points are transverse.

From the crossings theorem it suffices to show that our two components are given
by x = 0 and y = 0 respectively. But one component is given by P = 0, which
occurs if and only if x = X(P ) = 0, and similarly the other component is defined
by y = 0, as required. �

In fact, we claim that the universal formal deformation at a supersingular point
is given by F 0

p [[x, y]]/(xy − π), where π is a uniformiser for F 0
p . The proof of this

again follows exactly as in the proof of theorem 5.3.2 of [KM85], which shows that
the universal formal deformation is given by F 0

p [[x, y]]/(f) for some f , and that the
maximal ideal of F 0

p [[x, y]] is generated by x, y and f ; the additional information
that the strict henselisation of the local ring mod p is κ̄[[x, y]]/(xy) gives the required
result.

3. Automorphic Forms

3.1. Definitions. We say that π a cuspidal automorphic representation of GL2 /F
is a Hilbert modular form of weight k ≥ 2 if for each τ : F ↪→ R the representation
πτ is the (k − 1)-st lowest discrete series representation of GL2(R) with central
character a 7→ a2−k (note that we are only working with parallel weight modular
forms). We will also say that π∞ is of weight k when this condition holds.

Definition 3.1. A mod p Hilbert modular form is an equivalence class of Hilbert
modular forms, where two forms π, π′ are equivalent if they have the same mod p
Galois representations (see below); equivalently, if for all finite places v - p of F at
which πv and π′v are unramified principal series, say πv = π(ψ1, ψ2), π′v = π(ψ′1, ψ

′
2),

we have an equality

{ψ1(Frobv), ψ2(Frobv)} = {ψ′1(Frobv), ψ′2(Frobv)} mod p.

Let n be an ideal of OF , and let U1(n) denote the subgroup of
∏

GL2(OF,v)
consisting of elements

(
a b
c d

)
with c ∈ n and (a− 1) ∈ n. Then (by the theory of the

conductor) for any Hilbert modular form π there exists some n for which πU1(n) 6= 0,
and we say that π has level n. Note that a modular form has infinitely many levels,
all divisible by the minimal level, the product of the local conductors of π. We say
that a mod p form has weight k and level n if some form in the equivalence class
defining it does.

We have, as usual, a notion of a Hilbert modular form being ordinary at pi; if
πpi is unramified with Satake parameters α, β, then we let api = q1/2(α+β). Then
api is the eigenvalue at pi of the classical Hilbert modular form corresponding to
π, and we say that π is ordinary if api

6= 0 mod p for all pi|p, where api
is the

eigenvalue of Tpi
. There is an obvious notion of an ordinary mod p form; we simply

demand that it is the reduction mod p of a form which is ordinary at p for all p|p.
Then:

Lemma 3.2. An ordinary mod p Hilbert modular form of level n prime to p is an
ordinary mod p form of weight 2 and level np.
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Proof. This is an easy application of Hida theory, and in fact follows at once from
Theorem 3 of [Wil88]. �

Let π be a Hilbert modular form, and let M be the field of definition of π (that
is, the fixed field of the automorphisms σ of C satisfying σπ ∼= π). It is known that
M is either a totally real or a CM number field, and that for each prime p of Q
and embedding λ : M ↪→ Qp there is a continuous irreducible representation

ρπ,λ : Gal(F/F )→ GL2(Mλ)

determined (thanks to the Cebotarev density theorem and the Brauer-Nesbitt the-
orem) by the following property: if v - p is a place of F such that πv is unramified
then ρπ,λ|Gal(F v/Fv) is unramified with Frobv having minimal polynomial

X2 − tvX + (Nv)sv

where tv is the eigenvalue of the Hecke operator[
GL2(OFv

)
(
$v 0
0 1

)
GL2(OFv

)
]

(where $v is a uniformiser of OFv ) on πGL2(OFv ) and sv is the eigenvalue of the
operator [

GL2(OFv
)
(
$v 0
0 $v

)
GL2(OFv

)
]
.

As usual, by the compactness of Gal(F/F ) we may conjugate ρπ,λ to a representa-
tion valued in GL2(OM,λ), and then reduce modulo the maximal ideal of OM,λ to
get a continuous representation to GL2(Fp). The semisimplification of this repre-
sentation is well-defined, and we denote it by ρπ,p.

In particular, the above discussion shows that there is a continuous mod p Galois
representation ρπ canonically associated to any mod p Hilbert modular form π,
determined as above by the characteristic polynomials of Frobenius.

Let π be a weight 2 level np Hilbert modular form, corresponding to our initial
weight k level n mod p Hilbert modular form. In order to apply the level lowering
results below, we need to assume that it is not the case that [F (ζp) : F ] = 2 and
ρπ|Gal(F/F (ζp)) is reducible; in the case that this does not hold it is easy to construct
the companion form “by hand”, so from now on we ignore this case until we treat it
in the proof of Theorem A. At various places in our arguments on Shimura curves
we will need to assume that the level is sufficiently large (equivalently, the compact
open subgroup of G′(A∞Q ) corresponding to the level structure is sufficiently small).
This may be accomplished via a trick originally due to Diamond and Taylor; namely,
we choose a prime q - np such that there are no congruences between forms of level
U1(n) and q-new forms of level dividing U1(n)∩U1

1 (q), where U1
1 (q) is the subgroup

of
∏

GL2(OF,v) consisting of elements
(

a b
c d

)
with c, a− 1, d− 1 ∈ q. We then work

throughout with an auxillary U1
1 (q)-level structure, which we can remove at the

end due to the lack of congruences. There are infinitely many such primes q; see
the remark following Lemma 12.2 of [Jar99] for a proof of this.

If d is even, we assume that there is a finite place z - p of F such that πz is not
principal series. Fortunately, this does not entail a loss of generality. By Theorem
1 of [Tay89] there is a finite place z - np where ρπ is unramified, NF/Q(z) ≡
−1 mod p, and a Hilbert modular form π̃ of the same weight as π and level U1(n)∩
Uz (where Uz is the subgroup of

∏
GL2(OF,v) consisting of elements

(
a b
c d

)
with
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z|c) such that π̃z is unramified special and ρπ̃
∼= ρπ. We can then work throughout

with π̃ in place of π, and remove the auxillary level z structure at the end thanks
to Theorem A of [Fuj99].

We now show how to construct a holomorphic differential corresponding to π on
a unitary Shimura curve. We choose a quadratic imaginary extension K/Q as in
section 2.2, but in addition to requiring it to split p, we require that it splits all
primes l|NF/Qn, and that it is disjoint from the extension of F given by the kernel
of the Galois representation ρπ (this last condition ensures that the base change of
π to E = KF is cuspidal; see Theorem 3.4 below). We also require that all ramified
places of F and B split in E. There is considerable freedom in the choice of K, and
we will later exploit this to show that our final construction of a companion form
is independent of any choices.

Definition 3.3. If π is an automorphic cuspidal representation of GL2(AF ), and
Π is an automorphic representation of GL2(AE), then Π is a base change lift of
π, denoted BCE/F (π), if for every place v of F , and every w|v, the Langlands
parameter attached to Πw equals the restriction toWEw

of the Langlands parameter
σv : WFv

→ GL2(C) of πv. In particular, if v splits in E then Πw
∼= πv.

Theorem 3.4. (1) Every cuspidal representation π of GL2(AF ) has a unique
base change lift to GL2(AE); the lift is itself cuspidal unless π is monomial
of the form π

(
IndWF

WE
θ
)
.

(2) If π, π′ have the same base change lift to GL2(AE) then π′ ∼= π ⊗ ω for
some character ω of F×NE/F (A×E)\A×F .

(3) A cuspidal representation Π of GL2(AE) equals BCE/F (π) for some π if
and only if Π is invariant under the action of Gal(E/F ).

Proof. [Lan80]. �

Let πE = BCE/F (π). Let B denote the indefinite quaternion algebra over F
which if d is odd is ramified only at τ2, . . . , τd, and which if d is even is ramified
precisely at τ2, . . . , τd and some z - np with πz not principal series.

We now, as in [BR89], twist πE by a character η so that η⊗(η◦c) = χ−1
π ◦NE/F ,

where c denotes the nontrivial element of Gal(E/F ) (the existence of such characters
is easily deduced from the arguments in the proof of Lemma VI.2.10 of [HT01]).
Then if ∨ denotes the contragredient representation we have

(πE ⊗ η)∨ ◦ c ∼= (πE ◦ c)∨ ⊗ (η ◦ c)∨

∼= π∨E ⊗ (η ◦ c)∨

∼= (πE ⊗ χ−1
πE

)⊗ (η ◦ c)−1

∼= πE ⊗ (χ−1
π ◦NE/F )⊗ (η ◦ c)−1

∼= πE ⊗ η.

Now, (χπ)∞ = 1, so we may suppose that η is trivial at the archimedean places.
Furthermore, we choose η so that ηpi

is trivial at all pi|p, where we identify each pi

with the place of E given by our fixed choice of a place of K dividing p.
Then by the Jacquet-Langlands theorem (Theorem 3.5) there is a unique irre-

ducible automorphic representation Π of (D ⊗ AQ)× (where D = B ⊗ E) such
that JL(Π) = πE ⊗ η. Furthermore (cf. page 199 of [HT01]) the condition that
(πE ⊗ η)∨ ◦ c ∼= πE ⊗ η gives Π∗ ∼= Π.
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Now from Theorem VI.2.9 and Lemma VI.2.10 of [HT01] we see that there
is a character ψ of A×K/K

× and an automorphic representation π1 of G′(AQ)
such that BC(π1) = (ψ,Π) and (ψ)∞ is trivial. Furthermore, from Theorem 3.6
below we see that (π1)K′ 6= 0, where K ′ is defined as follows: K ′l = G′(Zl) for
all l - np. For l|n we have an isomorphism G′(Ql) = Q∗l ×

∏
l|l GL2(Fl), and

we put K ′l = Zl ×
∏

l|l
{(

a b
c d

)
∈ GL2(Ol) : c, d− 1 ≡ 0 mod lvl(n)

}
. Finally, K ′p =

Zp ×
∏

pi|p bal .U1(pi). We will sometimes denote the away-from-p part of the level
by H ′.

3.2. Base Change. We now recall various results on automorphic forms due to,
amongst others, Jacquet, Langlands, Clozel and Kottwitz. A convenient reference
for these results is [HT01], where they are all stated in far greater generality; the
reader should note, however, that many of the results quoted have simpler proofs
in our special cases than those in [HT01].

Theorem 3.5. (Jacquet-Langlands) If ρ is an irreducible automorphic represen-
tation of (D ⊗AQ)× then there is a unique automorphic representation JL(ρ) of
GL2(AE) which occurs in the discrete spectrum and for which JL(ρ)S(D) ∼= ρS(D),
where S(D) is the set of places at which D ramifies. The image of JL is the
set of irreducible automorphic representations π of GL2(AE) which are special or
supercuspidal at all places in S(D).

Proof. [JL70]. �

Let π be an irreducible automorphic representation of G′(AQ), and let x be
a place of Q which splits in K. Then as in section 2.2 we have an isomorphism
Qx

∼−→ Ey as an E-algebra, and an identification G′(Qx) ∼= B×y ×Q×x . Accordingly,
we have a decomposition πx

∼−→ πy ⊗ ψπ,yc , where c denotes complex conjugation.
Let BC(πx) be the representation

πy ⊗ πyc ⊗ (ψπ,yc ◦ c)⊗ (ψπ,y ◦ c)
of

G′(Ex) ∼= B×x × E×x
∼= B×y ×B×yc × E×y × E×yc .

There is also, in [HT01] a definition of BC(πx) for all but finitely many places of
Q which are inert in E. We will not need this definition, except to note that by
our choice of E there is in fact a definition for all inert places, and that the base
change of an unramified representation is unramified (this follows easily from the
discussion on page 199 of [HT01]).

Theorem 3.6. Suppose that π is an irreducible automorphic representation of
G′(AQ) such that π∞ has weight 2. Then there is a unique irreducible automorphic
representation BC(π) = (ψ,Π) of A×K × (D ⊗AQ)× such that

(1) ψ = ψπ|cA×K
.

(2) If x is a place of Q then BC(π)x = BC(πx).
(3) Π∞ has weight 2.
(4) ψΠ|A×K = ψc/ψ.
(5) Π∗ ∼= Π, where Π∗(g) = Π(g−∗).

Proof. Immediate from Theorem VI.2.1 of [HT01]. �
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3.3. Galois representations. We recall a version of Matsushima’s formula (see
page 8 of [HT01] and page 420 of [Car86b]). For i = 0, 1, 2 we have

Hi
ét(M

′
K′ × E,Qp) = ⊕ππ

K′ ⊗Ri(π),

where the sum is over irreducible admissible representations π of G′(AQ) with π∞
of weight 2, and Ri(π) is a certain finite dimensional continuous representation of
Gal(E/E).

Define a virtual representation

[R(π)] =
2∑

i=0

(−1)i+1[Ri(π)].

It can be shown that
[R(π)] 6= 0

(see the remarks after Theorem 1 in [Kot92]). In the cases of interest to us, R0(π) =
R2(π) = 0; in fact we have

Theorem 3.7. Let π be an irreducible admissible representation of G′(AQ) over
Qp with π∞ of weight 2, and suppose that BC(π) = (ψ,Π) with JL(Π) cuspidal.
Then R0(π) = R2(π) = 0.

Proof. This is a special case of Corollary VI.2.7 of [HT01]. �

Let mπ denote the multiplicity of π in the space of automorphic forms on
G′(Q)\G′(AQ) transforming by ψπ under the centre of G′(AQ). Then

Lemma 3.8. dim[R(π)] = 2mπ = 2.

Proof. The first equality follows at once from Theorem 1.3.1 of [Har00] and the
remarks after Theorem 1 in [Kot92]. The statement that mπ = 1 may be found on
page 132 of [CL99]. �

Thus under the assumption that BC(π) = (ψ,Π) with JL(Π) cuspidal, we have
attached a continuous 2-dimensional p-adic representation R1(π) to π (note that
we have implicitly used the theory of the conductor for U(1, 1) developed in section
5 of [LR04]).

By continuity R1(π) is defined over a finite extension Kπ of Qp, and (from the
compactness of Gal(E/E)) there is a Gal(E/E)-stable lattice L in R1(π). Denote
the semisimplification of the representation L/mKπ

L (where mKπ
is the maximal

ideal of OKπ
) by ρπ. It is not a priori obvious that ρπ is independent of the choice

of L, but this follows from Theorem 3.9 below; by the Cebotarev density theorem
and the Brauer-Nesbitt theorem (recalling that p > 2) ρπ is determined by the
knowledge of tr(ρπ(Froby)) for all but finitely many y lying above primes which
split in K.

Before stating Theorem 3.9 it is convenient to recall the connection between
holomorphic differentials on M ′K′ and the first étale cohomology of M ′K′ . We have
the Hodge-theoretic decomposition

H0(M ′K′ ⊗C,Ω1
M ′

K′
)⊕H0(M ′K′ ⊗C,Ω

1

M ′
K′

) ∼−→ H1(M ′K′ ⊗C,C)
∼−→ H1

ét(M
′
K′ × E,Qp),

from which a standard argument shows that an automorphic form π as above cor-
responds to a unique differential ωπ on M ′K′ , which is an eigenvector for the Hecke
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operators Tl. Specifically, this correspondence is determined by the requirement
that at all places l of E at which πl is unramified principal series and at which we
have defined Tl, the eigenvalue of Tl acting on ωπ is Nl−1/2 multiplied by the sum
of the Satake parameters of πl (see for example §1.5 of [HT02]). Then we have

Theorem 3.9. Suppose that K ′ = U1(n), y - np is a prime of E lying over a place
of Q which splits in K, and πy is unramified principal series. If Tyωπ = ayωπ and
Syωπ = byωπ then

tr(ρπ(Froby)) = ay/ψπ(Froby)
and

det(ρπ(Froby)) = by/ψπ(Froby),
where ψπ is the central character of π.

Proof. This is immediate from Corollary VII.1.10 of [HT01]. �

Corollary 3.10. If ωf is a differential on M′canbal .U1(p),H′ which is an eigenvector
for the operators Tl with eigenvalues al, then there is a continuous representation

ρf : Gal(E/E)→ GL2(Fp)

such that for all but finitely many l lying over primes of Q which split in K we have

tr(ρf (Frobl)) = al.

Proof. By the usual Deligne-Serre minimal prime lemma (Lemma 6.11 of [DS74])
there is a differential ωπ whose Hecke eigenvalues lift those of ωf ; then the required
representation is obtained by twisting the definition of ρπ by ψπ. �

4. Construction of Companion Forms

4.1. Hecke operators. We define Hecke operators on M ′K′ in the familiar way
(namely as double cosets). We then give a modular interpretation of these opera-
tors, which allows us to extend their definitions to the integral models. Indeed, let
l be a prime of F lying over the prime l 6= p of Q, and suppose that B is split at l.
Suppose also that l splits in Q(

√
λ). Then if l1 = l, l2, . . . , lk are the primes of F

above l, we have G′(Ql)
∼−→ Q∗l ×GL2(Fl)×GL2(Fl2)× · · · ×GL2(Flk). Suppose

now that K ′ is of the form
∏

q K
′
q, and that K ′l = Zl×

∏k
i=1 GL2(OF,li). Let $l be

an element of A∞Q which is a uniformiser at l and 1 everywhere else; then we define

Tl =
[
K ′
(
$l 0
0 1

)
K ′
]
.

In order to compute the action of Tl we express it as the ratio of two other Hecke
operators Xl and Yl; define Xl = [K ′xlK

′] and Yl = [K ′ylK
′] where with obvious

notation we have

xl =
(
l−1,

(
1 0
0 $−1

l

)
,
(

$−1
l2

0

0 $−1
l2

)
, . . . ,

(
$−1

lk
0

0 $−1
lk

))
and

yl =
(
l−1,

(
$−1

l 0

0 $−1
l

)
,
(

$−1
l2

0

0 $−1
l2

)
, . . . ,

(
$−1

lk
0

0 $−1
lk

))
and we have Tl = XlY

−1
l .

In the usual way we have induced correspondences Xl and Yl on MK′ . In section
7.5 of [Car86a] Carayol computes the action of G′(A∞Q ) on the inverse limit M′ =
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lim
←−
K′

M′K′ , which allows us to compute Xl and Yl on M′canbal .U1(p),H′ . In the usual way

we have an induced action on Ω1
M′can

bal .U1(p),H′/Op
, and Carayol’s results allow us to

explicate this as

ω|Xl(A, ι, λ, ηp, ηp, P,Q) 7→
∑

φ

ω
(
(φA, φι, φλ, φηp, φηp, φP, φQ)

)
,

where the sum is over a certain set of Nl + 1 isogenies of degree ld (we do not need
to know the precise details of these isogenies). Similarly, the action of Yl is via a
single isogeny of degree ld.

4.2. Igusa curves. We now extend the Hecke action to an action on meromorphic
functions on Igusa curves, and relate this action to the action on differentials on
Shimura curves defined above. The required notation was introduced in Chapter 2.

Let π : A′ → M′0,H′ be the universal abelian variety. The OM′
0,H′

-module
π∗Ω1

A′/M′
0,H′

is an OD ⊗ Zp-module, and we put

ωA′/M′
0,H′

=
(
π∗Ω1

A′/M′
0,H′

)2,1

1
.

Since Lie2,1
1 (A′0,H′) is locally free of rank one we see that ωA′/M′

0,H′
is locally free

of rank one. Similarly (or by pullback from ωA′/M′
0,H′

using the universal property
of π : A′ →M′0,H′) we have a locally free sheaf of rank one ω(A′)∨/M′

0,H′
. Then we

have

Theorem 4.1. The Kodaira-Spencer map gives a canonical isomorphism

ωA′/M′
0,H′
⊗ ω(A′)∨/M′

0,H′

∼−→ Ω1
M′

0,H′/Op
.

Proof. This is Proposition 4.1 of [Kas04]. �

We have a morphism πIg : M′Ig,H′ →M′0,H′ ⊗ κ of degree (p− 1) which is étale
over the ordinary locus and totally ramified over the supersingular locus (the former
follows from a computation of the local rings, and the latter from the uniqueness of
Igusa structures at supersingular points). Let ss denote the divisor of supersingular
points on M′Ig,H′ , and let s be the degree of this divisor.

Proposition 4.2. 2s = (p− 1) deg Ω1
M′0,H/κ.

Proof. By flatness we have deg Ω1
M′0,H/κ = 2(g − 1), where g is the genus of any

geometric fibre of M′0,H/Op, so it suffices to prove that s = (p− 1)(g − 1). We do
this by computing the genus g0 of M′U0(p),H′ in two ways. In characteristic zero
the Riemann-Hurwitz formula gives g0 = (p+ 1)(g− 1) + 1, whereas on the special
fibre we have g0 = 2g+ s− 1, from the description of the special fibre of M′U0(p),H′

in section 10 of [Jar99] (or rather from the obvious modification of the argument of
[Jar99] to our case). Equating these expressions gives the result. �

Put ω+ := π∗Ig(ωA′/M′
0,H′
⊗ κ) and ω− := π∗Ig(ω(A′)∨/M′

0,H′
⊗ κ).

Proposition 4.3. ω+ and ω− have degree s, and there is a natural isomorphism
Ω1

M′
Ig,H′

∼= ω+ ⊗ ω−((p− 2)(ss)).
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Proof. The degree of the polarisation associated to A′ is prime to p, so it is étale,
and thus induces a (non-canonical) isomorphism ω+ ∼−→ ω−, so degω+ = degω−.
Then

2s = (p− 1) deg Ω1
M′

0,H′/κ

= 2(p− 1) deg(ωA′/M′
0,H′
⊗ κ)

so that

degωM′
Ig,H′

= deg(πIg) deg(ωA′/M′
0,H′
⊗ κ)

= (p− 1) deg(ωA′/M′
0,H′
⊗ κ)

= s.

Then by the Riemann-Hurwitz formula we have

Ω1
M′

Ig,H′
∼= π∗IgΩ

1
M′

0,H′
((p− 2)ss)

∼= π∗Ig((ωA′/M′
0,H′
⊗ κ)⊗ (ω(A′)∨/M′

0,H′
⊗ κ))((p− 2)ss)

∼= ω+ ⊗ ω−((p− 2)ss).

�

We now define sections a+ of ω+ and a− of ω−; a+ ⊗ a− will play the role of a
“Hasse invariant”. Given the data of an abelian variety with polarisation and level
structure (π : A→ S, ι, λ, ηp, ηp), where S is an Fp-scheme, together with an Igusa
structure P ∈ ker(V |Aσ ), we need to construct an element of H0(A,Ω1

A/S).
By Cartier duality, P gives a map φP : ker(F |A)→ Gm. The standard invariant

differential dX/X on Gm pulls back to an invariant differential φ∗P (dX/X) on
ker(F |A). Because S is an Fp-scheme, the restriction map

(invariant 1-forms on A/S) −→ (invariant 1-forms on ker(F |A))

is an isomorphism, so there is a unique invariant differential on A whose restriction
to ker(F |A) is φ∗P (dX/X).

Thus we have an element of H0(A,Ω1
A/S) = H0(S, π∗Ω1

A/S), so an element of

H0(S, (π∗Ω1
A/S)2,1

1 ). Applying this with S = M′Ig,H′ and A = A′/S (the universal
abelian variety defined above) gives the required section a+ of ω+. The section a−

of ω− is defined in the same way.

Proposition 4.4. a+ has simple zeroes at the supersingular points, and is nonzero
on the ordinary locus.

Proof. If A/κ is supersingular, then the only Igusa structure P ∈ ker(F |A) is
P = 0, so φP = 0 and we see that a+ vanishes at every supersingular point.
On the other hand if A/κ is ordinary then we obviously obtain a nonzero element
of H0(S, (π∗Ω1

A/S)2,1
1 ), so a+ cannot be identically zero. Since the degree of ω+

is s, the number of supersingular points, a+ can only have simple zeroes at the
supersingular points, and is nonzero elsewhere. �

We define a Hecke action on ω+ ⊗ ω− by demanding that it commutes with the
Kodaira-Spencer isomorphism and the action on differentials defined above.
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Proposition 4.5. If ν ⊗ ν′ is a local section of ω+ ⊗ ω−, then

((ν ⊗ ν′)Xl)(A, ι, λ, ηp, ηp, P ) =
1
ld

∑
φ

φ∗ν|φ(A,ι,λ,ηp,ηp,P ) ⊗ φ∗ν′|φ(A,ι,λ,ηp,ηp,P )

where the sum is over the same isogenies used in the explication of Xl above, and
a similar result holds for Yl.

Proof. We use the following description of the Kodaira-Spencer map: for A/S an
abelian scheme, there is a short exact sequence

0→ Ω1
A/S → H1

dR(A/S)→ (Ω1
A∨/S)∨ → 0,

and a cup-product pairing

〈, 〉dR : H1
dR(A/S)×H1

dR(A/S)→ OS .

If S is a Σ-scheme for some scheme Σ, we also have the Gauss-Manin connection

∇ : H1
dR(A/S)→ H1

dR(A/S)⊗ Ω1
S/Σ

(see section III.9 of [FC90]). This gives a map

ω+ ⊗ ω− → Ω1
S/Σ

(v ⊗ w) 7→ 〈v,∇w〉.
Thus under the Kodaira-Spencer isomorphism the image of

φ∗ν|φ(A,ι,λ,ηp,ηp,P ) ⊗ φ∗ν′|φ(A,ι,λ,ηp,ηp,P )

is the differential
1
ld

∑
φ

〈φ∗ν|φ(A,ι,λ,ηp,ηp,P ),∇φ∗ν′|φ(A,ι,λ,ηp,ηp,P )〉.

Now, by the naturality of the Gauss-Manin connection we see that if φ : A → A′

is an isogeny and v′ is an invariant differential on A′, then ∇Aφ
∗v′ = φ∗∇A′v

′ in
H1

dR. Also, if v is an invariant differential on A, the fact that the adjoint of A
with respect to the cup product pairing on de Rham cohomology is φ∨, satisfying
φ∨ ◦ φ = deg φ, gives

〈φ∗v, φ∗∇v′〉AdR = deg φ〈v,∇v′〉A
′

dR.

Every isogeny we sum over has degree ld, so we obtain (with obvious suppression
of additional structures)

1
ld

∑
φ

〈φ∗ν|φ(A),∇φ∗ν′|φ(A)〉 =
∑

φ

〈ν|φ(A),∇ν′|φ(A)〉

= Xl(〈ν|(A),∇ν′|(A)〉).
�

We now examine two ways of moving between meromorphic functions and mero-
morphic differentials on the Igusa curve. The first is the map d : f 7→ df , and the
second is multiplication by a+⊗a− followed by application of the Kodaira-Spencer
isomorphism.

We define a Hecke action on meromorphic functions on M′Ig,H′ by

(Xlf)(A, ι, λ, ηp, ηp, P ) =
1
ld

∑
φ

φ∗f(φ(A, ι, λ, ηp, ηp, P )),
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and similarly for Yl.

Theorem 4.6. Xl(df) = ldd(Xlf), and Yl(df) = ldd(Ylf), so that Tl(df) = d(Tlf).

Proof. We have

ldd(Xlf) = ld
1
ld
d

∑
φ

φ∗f(φ(A, ι, λ, ηp, ηp, P ))


=
∑

φ

φ∗(df)(φ(A, ι, λ, ηp, ηp, P ))

= Xl(df).

The result for Yl follows similarly. �

Theorem 4.7. Xl((a+⊗a−)f) = (a+⊗a−)Xlf and Yl((a+⊗a−)f) = (a+⊗a−)Ylf ,
so that Tl((a+ ⊗ a−)f) = (a+ ⊗ a−)Tlf .

Proof. We compute

Xl((a+ ⊗ a−)f) =
1
ld

∑
φ

φ∗((a+ ⊗ a−)f)(φ(A, ι, λ, ηp, ηp, P ))

=
1
ld

∑
φ

φ∗(a+)|φ(A,P ) ⊗ φ∗(a−)|φ(A,P )φ
∗f |φ(A,P )

(with obvious suppression of additional structures other than the Igusa struc-
ture), and similarly for Yl. It is thus sufficient to prove that for all isogenies φ :
(A,P ) → (A′, Q) we have φ∗(a+|(A′,Q)) = a+|(A,P ) and φ∗(a−|(A′,Q)) = a−|(A,P ).
We prove the former, the proof of the latter being formally identical. We have
maps ψP : ker(F |A) → Gm, ψQ : ker(F |A′) → Gm, and a+|ker(F |A) = ψ∗P (dX/X),
a+|ker(F |A′ ) = ψ∗Q(dX/X). Since a+|A is determined by a+|ker(F |A), it suffices to
check that ψQ ◦ φ = ψP , which is obvious. �

We now examine an analogue of Atkin-Lehner’s U operator. Define, in the same
fashion as Tl, an operator

Up =
[
K ′
(
$p 0
0 1

)
K ′
]

on M′K′ , where $p is a finite adele which is a uniformiser of Op at p and 1 every-
where else. This acts as a correspondence on M′canbal .U1(p),H′ , and by the functoriality
of Néron models we get an induced endomorphism of Pic0(M′canbal .U1(p),H′ ⊗ κ), and
in particular of Pic0(M′Ig,H′). This action is not, however, given by a correspon-
dence. Let Frob be the Frobenius correspondence on M′Ig,H′ , with dual Ver. Then
we have

Theorem 4.8. Up = Ver on M′Ig,H′ .

Proof. The proof is very similar to that of the corresponding result in the classical
case, for which see theorem 5.3 of [Wil80] or page 255 of [MW84].

One expresses Up as a ratio of two Hecke operators which act via isogenies, and
computes on the ordinary locus. �
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4.3. Computations of cohomology classes. Suppose now that k ≥ 3. Recall
that we have associated an automorphic form π1 on G′(AQ) to our Hilbert modular
form π, together with a Galois representation ρf . We write ε′ for the prime-to-p
part of the central character of π1.

We now associate a regular differential (cf. section 8 of [Gro90]) ωf on M′K′
to π1, as in section 3.3. Write ap for the eigenvalue of Up on ωf . Let ωA denote
the differential on M′Ig,H′ corresponding to a+ ⊗ a− under the Kodaira-Spencer
isomorphism. We have an obvious action of (Op/p)∗ on M′Ig,H′ , which we denote
by 〈·〉, so that 〈α〉ωf = αk−2ωf = α−k′ωf , where k′ := p + 1 − k. From the
definitions of a+ and a− we see that 〈α〉a+ = α−1a+ and 〈α〉a− = α−1a−, so
〈α〉ωA = α−2ωA.

Let v be a local parameter at a fixed supersingular point y on M′Ig,H′ such that
〈α〉v = α−1v, so we may expand

ωA =

( ∞∑
n=1

cn(v)v2+n(p−1)

)
dv

v

ωf =

( ∞∑
n=0

an(v)vk′+n(p−1)

)
dv

v
.

Define an operator M on meromorphic differentials on M′Ig,H′ by

Mω := d

(
ω

ωA

)
.

Then we have

Theorem 4.9. Mk′−1ωf

ωA
= (k′−1)!

c1(v)k′

(
a0(v)v−pk′ + ak′(v)v−k′ + . . .

)
Proof. Firstly, we note that c2(v) = 0. This follows because, by Theorem 4.8, we
have ( ∞∑

n=1

cn(v)v2+n(p−1)

)
dv

v
= ωA

= UpωA

=

( ∞∑
n=0

cpn+2(vσ)v2+n(p−1)

)
dv

v
.

It is easy to see that the leading term of the right hand side of the proposed
equality is correct, and this reduces us to computing Mk′ωf . If we use the relation
d
dv (vpg) = vp dg

dv , we can turn the problem into one in characteristic zero; if we
define formal power series

ω′A =

( ∞∑
n=1

Cn(v)v2−n

)
dv

v

ω′f =

( ∞∑
n=0

An(v)vk′−n

)
dv

v
,

with C2(v) = 0 and an operation M ′ on differentials by

M ′ω := d

(
ω

ω′A

)
,
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then it is enough to check that

M ′k
′
ω′f =

(
− k′!
C1(v)k′

Ak′(v)v−k′ + . . .

)
dv

v
.

We can easily convert our problem into one about power series, rather than differ-
entials; define

D =

( ∞∑
n=1

Cn(v)v1−n

)−1

=
1

vC1(v)

( ∞∑
n=0

Dn(v)v−n

)
,

say, with D1(v) = 0, and

f =
∞∑

n=0

An(v)vk′−1−n.

Then if we define an operator A on power series by Ag = vD d
dv g, it is not hard

to see that it suffices to prove that the power series D−1Ak′Df has no terms in
v−1, . . . , v1−k′ . Then it suffices to prove that Ak′vj has no terms in v−1, . . . , v−k′

if j ≤ k′. We claim that we can write v = cw + O(1) so that Af = df/dw; this
is equivalent to dw/dv = 1/(vD), and the integrability of 1/(vD) follows from its
lack of a term in v−1. Then as vj = O(wj), we see that the k′-th derivative of vj

with respect to w is of the form constant +O(w−k′+1) (where the constant is zero
unless j = k′), as required. �

Corollary 4.10. Mk′ωf =
(
− k′!

c1(v)k′ ak′(v)v−k′ + . . .
)

dv
v .

Proof. This is immediate �

This result, showing that Mk′ωf has a pole of low degree, allows us to associate
a certain cohomology class to Mk′ωf . Let ss denote the divisor of supersingular
points in M′Ig,H′ , and let U = M′Ig,H′\ss, and let η denote the generic point of
M′Ig,H′ .

Proposition 4.11. The complex of groups

OM′
Ig,H′

(U)→ Ω1
M′

Ig,H′/F p
p
⊕OM′

Ig,H′ ,η
/OM′

Ig,H′ ,ss

→ Ω1
M′

Ig,H′ ,η
/Ω1

M′
Ig,H′/F p

p
(log ss)ss,

where the first arrow takes h to (dh, h), and the second arrow takes a pair (ω, g) to
ω − dg, computes the de Rham cohomology of M′Ig,H′ with log poles on ss.

Proof. [CV92], §2. �

Now, Mk′ωf has poles of order at most k′ + 1 = p + 2 − k ≤ p − 1 on ss, by
Corollary 4.10, so there is a section h of OM′

Ig,H′
((p−1)ss)ss such that Mk′ωf −dh

has at worst simple poles on ss. Such an h is well defined modulo OM′
Ig,H′ ,ss, so

we have a well-defined cohomology class [Mk′ωf ] ∈ H1(M′Ig,H′ ,Ω
•
M′

Ig,H′
(log ss)).

Furthermore, since k 6= 2 Corollary 4.10 shows that Mk′ωf has zero residues, so in
fact [Mk′ωf ] ∈ H1(M′Ig,H′ ,Ω

•
M′

Ig,H′
).
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Coleman has shown that there is an isomorphism between H1(M′Ig,H′ ,Ω
•
M′

Ig,H′
)

and the quotient of the space of meromorphic differentials on M′Ig,H′ with no
residues and poles of order at most p on M′Ig,H′ by the space of exact differen-
tials dg, where g is a meromorphic function on M′Ig,H′ with poles of order at most
(p− 1) (for a statement, see page 499 of [Gro90]; the proof is a straightforward ex-
ercise in Čech cohomology). Thus if [Mk′ωf ] = 0 there is a meromorphic function
h on M′Ig,H′ with poles only at the supersingular points, of order at most (p− 1),
satisfying dh = Mk′ωf . Furthermore, replacing h by an element of the vector space
spanned by 〈h, Uph, . . . 〉, we see that there is a meromorphic function h with poles
of order at most (p− 2) on M′Ig,H′ , satisfying Uph = bph for some bp.

Lemma 4.12. Tlh = alh.

Proof. We have dh = Mk′ωf , so M(hωA) = Mk′ωf . Thus by Theorem 4.6 we have
have

M(Tl(hωA)) = Tl(M(hωA))

= Tl(Mk′ωf )

= Mk′(Tlωf )

= alM
k′ωf

= alM(hωA)

so M(Tl(hωA) − alhωA) = 0, and Tl(hωA) − alhωA = gpωA for some g. But
the equation Tlh − alh = gp immediately implies that g = 0 unless k = p, upon
comparison of leading terms. If k = p, then we use the fact that Tlh − alh is an
eigenform for Up, with eigenvalue bp. Then bpg

p = Upg
p = g, which again gives

g = 0. �

From Corollary 4.10 we have

〈α〉h = α−k′h.

Then the holomorphic differential ωf ′ = ωAh satisfies

Tlωf ′ = alωf ′

〈α〉ωf ′ = α−k′ωf ′

Upωf ′ = bpωf ′

for some bp.
Thus we have:

Theorem 4.13. If [Mk′ωf ] = 0, then there is an ordinary “companion form” ωf ′ .
The representation ρf ′ attached to ωf ′ is isomorphic to ρf .

Proof. We have everything except for the assertion that ρf ′
∼= ρf , and the claim

that bp 6= 0. The first follows at once from the Cebotarev density theorem and the
fact that Tlωf ′ = alωf ′ . To prove that bp 6= 0, note simply that if bp = 0 then
ωf ′ = Mk′−1ωf , which is nonsense (from a comparison of leading terms). �

We must now show that if ρf is unramified at p, then [Mk′ωf ] = 0.

Theorem 4.14. σ−1 Frob[Mk′ωf ] = ap

ε(p) [M
k′ωf ].
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Proof. The proof of this is similar to the proof of Theorem 5.1 of [CV92] (note
however that our proof works for all 3 ≤ k ≤ p, and may be used to replace the
appeal to rigid analysis in [CV92]).

By Corollary 4.10, [Mk′ωf ] is represented by the cocycle(
Mk′ωf ,

(k′ − 1)!
c1(v)k′

ak′(v)v−k′
)
.

Since Mk′ωf = d(Mk′−1ωf/ωA), this class is also represented by(
0,− (k′ − 1)!

c1(v)k′
a0(v)v−pk′

)
.

Then if φ is the Frobenius endomorphism of M′Ig,H′ , σ
−1 Frob[Mk′ωf ] is repre-

sented by

φ∗
(
Mk′ωf ,

(k′ − 1)!
c1(v)k′

ak′(v)v−k′
)

=
(

0,
(k′ − 1)!
c1(vσ)k′

ak′(vσ)v−pk′
)
.

We thus need to demonstrate the equality

ak′(vσ)c1(v)k′ = − ap

ε(p)
a0(v)c1(vσ)k′ .

The equality Upωf = apωf yields ak′(v) = apa0(vσ) and thus ak′(vσ) = apa0(vσ2
).

A straightforward computation shows that on the supersingular locus we have the
equality σ−2 = 〈p〉 ·〈−1〉p, where 〈p〉 is the Hecke operator

(
p 0
0 p

)
and 〈−1〉p is given

by
〈−1〉p : (A, ι, λ, ηp, ηp, P,Q) 7→ (A, ι, λ, ηp, ηp,−P,−Q).

We thus have (ωf )σ−2
= −ε(p)ωf , from which we obtain a0(vσ2

)(vσ2 |〈p〉−1〈−1〉−1
p )k′ =

− 1
ε(p)a0(v)vk′ . Combining these results, we have

ak′(vσ)c1(v)k′ = apa0(vσ2
)vk′c1(v)k′

= − ap

ε(p)
a0(v)

((
v

vσ2 |〈p〉−1〈−1〉−1
p

)
(y)c1(v)

)k′

,

and the result follows from Lemma 4.15. �

Lemma 4.15.
(

v
vσ2 |〈p〉−1〈−1〉−1

p

)
(y) = c1(vσ)/c1(v).

Proof. This may be proved in exactly the same fashion as Lemma 5.3 of [CV92],
except that rather than working with the canonical elliptic curve over Fp2 one works
with the canonical formal Op-module defined over Fq2 , for which see Proposition
1.7 of [Dri76]. �

Definition 4.16. As in Corollary 3.10, let ωF be a regular differential on M′canbal .U1(p),H′

which is an eigenform for the Hecke operators Tl, Up, and 〈α〉, with eigenval-
ues lifting those of ωf . We also write ωF for the corresponding differential on
M′canbal .U1(p),H′ .

Definition 4.17. Define a Hecke operator wp on M′canbal .U1(p),H′ by
(

0 1
−p 0

)
. This

gives a Hecke operator wp on M′
bal .Up

1 (p),H′
by descent.
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Theorem 4.18. Let X ′ be the subscheme of M′
bal .Up

1 (p),H′
obtained by removing

the closed subscheme M′(σ
−1)

Ig,H′ . Then (ωF |Upwp)|X′ is divisible by πk′ , so that there
is a cohomology class [(ωF |Upwp)|X′/πk′ ] on M′Ig,H′ . Then

[(ωF |Upwp)|X′/πk′ ] = −uε(p)
k′!

[Mk′ωf ],

for some unit u.

Proof. Recall that the completed local ring of M′canbal .U1(p),H′ at a supersingular

point is OF 0
p
[[v, w]]/(vw − π), where M′(σ

−1)
Ig,H′ is given by w = 0. Thus on X ′ the

function w is invertible, and we have v = π/w. An easy check shows that on the
supersingular locus we have wp = σ · 〈p〉, whence we have

(ωF |Upwp)|X′ =
(
ε(p)ak′(w)(wσ)k′ + . . .

) dv
v

mod p

=

(
uε(p)ak′(v)

πk′

vk′c1(v)k′
+ . . .

)
dv

v
mod p,

where we have used the identity c1(v)−1 = uv(vσ|wp〈p〉−1), which may again be
proved in exactly the same fashion as Lemma 5.3 of [CV92], except that rather than
working with the canonical elliptic curve over Fp2 one works with the canonical
formal Op-module defined over Fq2 , for which see Proposition 1.7 of [Dri76].

So (ωF |Upwp)|X′ is divisible by πk′ , and comparing this with Corollary 4.10 we
see that the claim follows.

�

4.4. Pairings. We now recall from [CV92] the relationship between the Kodaira-
Spencer and Serre-Tate pairings, and a formula relating the Kodaira-Spencer pair-
ing on a semi-stable curve to the cup product of certain (log-) cohomology classes.

Let R be a complete local ring with residue field F of characteristic p, and let
W (F) denote the ring of Witt vectors of F. Let G be a p-divisible group over R
with dual G∨, and let ΩG, ΩG∨ denote the invariant one-forms on G/R, G∨/R
respectively. Then (see Corollary 4.8.iii of [Ill85]) there is a pairing, functorial for
morphisms of p-divisible groups over R,

κ : ΩG ⊗ ΩG∨ → Ω1
R/W (F).

Let G, G
∨

denote the special fibres of G, G∨ respectively. We have the Serre-Tate
pairing (see [Kat81])

q : TpG× TpG
∨ → 1 +mR,

where Tp denotes the p-adic Tate module, and mR is the maximal ideal of R. We
can view an element α ∈ TpG as a homomorphism from G∨ to Gm, and we define
ωα = α∗(dt/t) ∈ ΩG∨ . If α∨ ∈ TpG

∨ we define ωα∨ ∈ ΩG in the same fashion. For
a ∈ R∗, let d log(a) = dR/W (F)a/a ∈ Ω1

R/W (F); then we have

Theorem 4.19. Suppose that G is an ordinary p-divisible group over R (that is,
suppose that the dual of the connected subgroup of G is étale). Then for any α ∈
TpG, α∨ ∈ TpG

∨, we have

d log q(α, α∨) = κ(ωα∨ ⊗ ωα).
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Proof. This is Theorem 1.1 of [CV92]. �

Let S = F[t]/(tb+1) with 0 ≤ b < p. Let S× denote the log-scheme associated
to the pre-log structure N→ S, 1 7→ t. Let MS denote the corresponding monoid,
with an element T mapping to t. Let F (slightly abusively) denote F with the
trivial log-structure; it follows easily that Ω1

S×/F is a free S-module generated by
d log T .

Let s : X → Spec(R) be a semi-stable curve over S (that is, X is locally isomor-
phic to xy = t in the étale topology), and suppose that there is a lifting X̃ of X to a
semi-stable curve over S̃, where S̃ is a discrete valuation ring with S̃ mod p = S and
the generic fibre of X̃ is smooth over the generic point of S̃ (this will, of course, hold
in our applications to PEL Shimura curves). We have natural log-structures on X̃
and S̃ given by the subsheaf of the structure sheaf whose sections become invertible
upon removal of the special fibre. Let X× be the reduction of this log-scheme to
S; X× is smooth over S×.

We have an exact sequence of sheaves (see Proposition 3.12 of [Kat89])

0→ s∗Ω1
S×/F → Ω1

X×/F → Ω1
X×/S× → 0.

Let Kod : H0(X,Ω1
X×/S×) → H1(X, s∗Ω1

S×/F) ∼= H1(X,OX) ⊗ Ω1
S×/F denote the

boundary map in the corresponding long exact sequence of cohomology. When X
is smooth over S there is a natural isomorphism Ω1

X×/S×
∼−→ Ω1

X/S , and Kod is the
composition of the usual Kodaira-Spencer map and the natural map H1(X,OX)⊗
Ω1

S/F → H1(X,OX)⊗ Ω1
S×/F.

Suppose that the reduction of X mod t is X = C1 ∪ C2 with C1, C2 smooth
irreducible curves. Let D = C1 ∩C2, U1 = X −C2, U2 = X −C1. Let d denote the
boundary map for the complex Ω•X×/S× . Then we have:

Theorem 4.20. Suppose ω is in the image of the natural map from H0(X,Ω1
X/S)

to H0(X,Ω1
X×/S×) and that ω|U2 = tbη for η ∈ Ω1

X/S(U2). Then

η := η|C2 ∈ H0(C2,Ω1
C2/F((b+ 1)D)).

In particular, we obtain a cohomology class

[η] ∈ H1(C2,Ω1
C2/F(logD))

in the same fashion as in Section 4.3. If ν is in the image of H0(X,Ω1
X/S) in

H0(X,Ω1
X×/S×) and ν|U1 ∈ tbΩ1

X×/S×(U1), then

ν ·Kod(ω) = ([ν|C2 ], [η|C2 ])C2bt
bd log T,

where (, )C2 is the usual cup product pairing.

Proof. This is Theorem 3.1 of [CV92]. �

4.5. The local Galois Representation at p. In this section we examine the
local Galois representation on the Jacobian of M′canbal .U1(p),H′ . We write J :=
Jac(M′canbal .U1(p),H′), T ⊆ EndQ(J) generated by the Up, Tl, Sl for l unramified
and not in the level, and the operators 〈α〉. Let m be a maximal ideal of T above
the (minimal prime) ideal corresponding to ωf . T is free of finite rank over Z, so
the ring Tp = lim←−T/pnT = T ⊗ Zp is a complete semilocal Zp-algebra of finite
rank. The ring Tm = lim←−T/mnT is complete and local, and by the theory of
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complete semilocal rings Tm is a direct factor of Tp, so we have an idempotent
decomposition of the identity

Tp = Tm ×T′m
1 = εm + εm′ .

Let h = rkZp(Tm). Let G be the p-divisible group over E defined by TpG = εmTpJ .

Theorem 4.21. (1) The p-divisible group G has height 2h and is isomorphic
to G∨ over Enp, where Enp is the ray class field of conductor np. It has
good reduction over F ′p, where F ′p is the tame extension of Fp of degree q−1
corresponding to our choice of uniformiser p.

(2) Let G be the reduction of G over OF ′p/mOF ′p
OF ′p = Fp, and D(G) be its

Dieudonné module. Then G = G
m×Ge

, where G
m

is multiplicative and G
e

is étale, and G
m

and G
e

both have height h over Fp. The endomorphisms
F , V commute with the action of Tm, F acts on D(G

e
) by multiplication

by the unit Up · 〈p〉−1 of Tm, and V acts by multiplication by the unit Up

of Tm.
(3) The exact sequence 0 → G0 → G → Ge → 0 of p-divisible groups over

F 1
p gives a Gal(F p/Fp)-stable filtration 0 → TpG

0 → TpG → TpG
e →

0. Gal(F p/Fp) acts on TpG
0 by the character λ(U−1

p ) · χ, where χ is the
cyclotomic character and λ(·) is the unramified character sending Frobp

to ·, and on TpG
e by the character λ(Up · 〈p〉−1) · χ2−k. Thus there is a

short exact sequence 0 → G0[m] → G[m] → Ge[m] → 0 over Qp, with
flat extensions to Op[α], where Ge[m] does not necessarily denote the full
m-torsion in Ge, but rather the cokernel of the map G0[m] → G[m]. The
Galois group Gal(F p/Fp) acts on G0[m] via the character λ(1/ap) · χ and
on Ge[m] via the character λ(ap/ε

′(p)) · χ2−k.

Proof. (1) The height of G is equal to the dimension of VpG = TpG ⊗Qp as
a Qp-vector space. But by Lemma 3.8 VpG is a free Tm ⊗Qp-module of
rank 2, so the height G is 2h.

That G is isomorphic to G∨ over Enp follows from the existence of a
nondegenerate alternating form 〈, 〉 : TpG× TpG→ TpGm satisfying

〈aσl , bσl〉 =
Nl

ψπ′(l)
〈a, b〉

where σl is a Frobenius element at l. The existence of such a form can
either be deduced as in §11 of [Gro90] by modifying the Weil pairing on J
by an Atkin-Lehner involution, or by (somewhat perversely) deducing its
existence from Theorem 3.9. Then if l is trivial in the ray class group mod
np we have 〈aσl , bσl〉 = Nl〈a, b〉; but such σl are dense in Gal(E/Enp), so
G is isomorphic to G∨ over Enp.

The proof that G has good reduction over F ′p is very similar to the argu-
ment in the proof of Proposition 12.9.1 in [Gro90]. Let A be the connected
subgroup of points P in J with

∑
a∈(Op)∗〈a〉P = 0, and B the connected

subgroup of points fixed by the action of the group {〈a〉 : a ∈ (Op)∗}. The
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isogeny

φ : J → A×B

P 7→

(q − 1)P −
∑

a∈(Op)∗

〈a〉P,
∑

a∈(Op)∗

〈a〉P


has degree prime to p, and thus induces an isomorphism on p-divisible
groups, because the composite with the natural injection A × B ↪→ J is
just J

q−1−→ J . Because k 6= 2, the p-divisible group of G is a subgroup of
the p-divisible group of A, so it suffices to prove that A has good reduction
over F ′p. This follows from the arguments of [DR73] I.3.7 and V.3.2.

(2) This follows from knowledge of the action of Up on the components M′Ig,H′

and M
′(σ−1)
Ig,H′ of the special fibre M′bal .U1(p);det=1,H′ . As in Proposition

12.9.2 of [Gro90] we have

G ∼= lim
←

Jac(M′Ig,H′)[m
n]× Jac(M

′(σ−1)
Ig,H′ )[mn].

We claim that in fact we have G
m

= lim
←
− Jac(M′Ig,H′)[m

n] and G
e

=

lim
←
− Jac(M

′(σ−1)
Ig,H′ )[mn]. Indeed, Up is a unit in Tm, and acts as Ver on

M′Ig,H′ (note that this Ver is the dual of the p-power Frobenius), whence
Jac(M′Ig,H′)[m

n] is multiplicative (by the standard theory of Dieudonné

modules). Similarly, one can check that Up acts as Frob ·〈p〉 on M
′(σ−1)
Ig,H′ , so

Jac(M
′(σ−1)
Ig,H′ )[mn] is étale. That both subgroups have height h follows from

the self-duality of G over Enp.
(3) The filtration 0 → TpG

0 → TpG → TpG
e → 0 is stable under the action

of Gal(F p/F
′
p), which acts (by the above) via the characters λ(U−1

p ) · χ
on TpG

0 and λ(Up) on TpG
e. These characters are nonconjugate, so the

filtration is in fact stable under the action of Gal(F p/Fp). To determine
this action it suffices to compute the action of Gal(F ′p/Fp); but this may be
accomplished just as in [Gro90]. It is easy to check that Gal(F ′p/Fp) acts

trivially on M′Ig,H′ and by 〈α〉 on M
′(σ−1)
Ig,H′ , so by χ2−k on G

e
, as required.

The existence of the short exact sequence

0→ G0[m]→ G[m]→ Ge[m]→ 0

follows at once, and the action of Gal(F p/Fp) comes from the observation
that it acts semisimply by the results of [BLR91].

�

Corollary 4.22. Let W be the two-dimensional vector space underlying the rep-
resentation ρf . Then there is a short exact sequence of Gal(F p/Fp)-modules 0 →
V →W → V ′ → 0. The group Gal(F p/Fp) acts on V by the character χk−1λ(ε′(p)/ap)
and on V ′ by the unramified character λ(ap). Equivalently, there is a basis for W
such that Gal(F p/Fp) acts via the upper triangular matrices(

χk−1λ(ε′(p)/ap) ∗
0 λ(ap)

)
.
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Proof. This is immediate. �

Definition 4.23. Let L be the field of definition of the representation ρf : Gal(E/E)→
GL2(Fp) i.e. the smallest field L/Fp such that ρf factors through GL2(L).

We have a realisation of ρf ⊗ (ε′χk−2)−1 on G[m]. The L-vector space scheme
G[m] sits in a short exact sequence over Fp

(?) 0→ G0[m]→ G[m]→ Ge[m]→ 0

of L-vector space schemes, with G0[m] and Ge[m] both one-dimensional.
By their definitions, the L-vector space schemes in (?) all have canonical exten-

sions to OF 1
p
. In order to determine when ρf is tamely ramified, we will determine

when (?) splits; in fact:

Lemma 4.24. The following are equivalent:
(1) The sequence of L-vector space schemes in (?) is uniquely split over Fp.
(2) The sequence of L-vector space schemes over OF 1

p
which extends (?) is uniquely

split over OF 1
p
.

(3) The restriction of ρf to Gal(F p/Fp) is diagonalisable, and the sum of distinct
characters χk−1λ(ε′(p)/ap) and λ(ap).

Proof. The equivalence of (1) and (3) is immediate. The extension F 1
p /Fp has

degree prime to p, so (1) is equivalent to the splitting of (?) over F 1
p , which is

obviously implied by (2). To establish that (1) implies (2), we may base change to
an étale extension R of degree prime to p of OF 1

p
, and check that a splitting of (?)

over the quotient field S of R implies a splitting over R.
Choose R so that λ(1/ap), λ(ap/ε

′(p)) are trivial on Gal(F p/S). Then, as in the
proof of Proposition 13.2 of [Gro90], the L-vector space scheme Ge[m] is isomorphic
to the étale vector space scheme L = L ⊗ (Z/pZ) with trivial Galois action over
R, and G0[m] is isomorphic to the Cartier dual Lt = L∨ ⊗ µp over R, where
L∨ = Hom(L,Z/pZ). But we have a Kummer-theoretic canonical isomorphism of
L-vector spaces

ExtR(L,L∨ ⊗ µp)
∼−→ R∗/R∗p ⊗ L∨

where ExtR classifies extensions in the category of L-vector space schemes.
Thus the sequence (?) over R gives a class in R∗/R∗p ⊗ L∨ which is zero if and

only if (?) splits; but R∗/R∗p injects into S∗/S∗p⊗L∨, so a splitting over S implies
one over R. �

Now letR denote the completion of the ring of integers in the maximal unramified
extension of OF 1

p
. We now define a bilinear pairing

qf : (Bt)e(L)×Be(L)→ (R∗/R∗p)⊗ L∨

where B := G[m]⊗ (ε′ ⊗ χk−2), just as in §6 of [CV92]. An element of (Bt)e(L)×
Be(L) corresponds to a pair of homomorphisms α : G0[m] → L∨ ⊗ µp and β :
L → Ge[m], which give (via push-out and pull-back) a homomorphism α∗β

∗ :
ExtR(Ge[m], G0[m]) → ExtR(L,L∨ ⊗ µp)

∼−→ R∗/R∗p ⊗ L∨, and the required ele-
ment of R∗/R∗p ⊗ L∨ is the image of the extension class of G[m] under α∗β∗.

We have a map tr∨ : L∨ → Fp given by h 7→ h(1), and a map d log : R∗ → Ω1
R/Zp

given by a 7→ da/a, and thus a pairing d log qf := (d log⊗ tr∨) ◦ qf : (Bt)e(L) ×
Be(L)→ Ω1

R/Zp
.
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Lemma 4.25. If ρf is tamely ramified at p, then the pairing d log qf is trivial.

Proof. It suffices to show that qf is trivial; but as noted above qf is trivial if and
only if (?) splits if and only if ρf |Gal(F p/Fp) is diagonalisable if and only if ρf is
tamely ramified above p. �

Since the p-divisible groupB is ordinary, we have (see §4.4) the Serre-Tate pairing

q : TB × TBt → 1 + πR

and thus a pairing

d log q : TB × TBt → Ω1
R/Onr

p

which extends by scalars to a pairing

d log q : (TB(Fp)⊗Zp
R)× (TB

t
(Fp)⊗Zp

R)→ Ω1
R/Onr

p
.

Let G(j) denote the subgroup on which (O/p)∗ acts via 〈α〉 = αj . Then we have:

Theorem 4.26. If α ∈ TB(−k′) ⊗ R, β ∈ TB
t
(k′) ⊗ R, and ωα|M′

Ig,H′
= ωf

(where ωα = α∗(dt/t)), then

d log q(α, β) =
u

(k′ − 1)!ap

(
(w∗pωβ)|M′Ig,H′ , [M

k′ωf ]
)
M′

Ig,H′

πk′−1dπ + . . .

where u is as in Theorem 4.18.

Proof. This is very similar to Theorem 4.4 of [CV92]. From Theorem 4.18 we
have [(ωf |Upwp)|X′/πk′ ] = − ε′(p)

k′! [Mk′ωf ], and ωα|Up = apωα mod π, so the result
follows from Theorem 4.9. �

The Serre-Tate pairing q : B[p](Fp) × Bt[p](Fp) → R∗/R∗p is related to qf as
follows:

Lemma 4.27. Suppose that α ∈ B[p](Fp) and β ∈ B(Fp). Then

(1⊗ tr∨)qf (α mod m, β) = q(α, β) mod R∗p.

Proof. This follows from the definitions of qf , q. �

We have a map T (Be)→ H0(M′canbal .U1(p),H′ ,Ω
1
M′can

bal .U1(p),H′/R)→ H0(M′Ig,H′ ,Ω
1
M′

Ig,H′/Fp
).

Let βf be the element of Be(Qp)⊗Fp
Fp corresponding to ωf via this map. Then

Proposition 4.28. [Mk′ωf ] = 0 if and only if d log qf (α, βf ) = 0 for all α ∈
(Bt)e(Qp)⊗Fp

Fp.

Proof. By Theorem 4.26 we have d log qf (α, βf ) = 0 for all α ∈ (Bt)e(Qp)⊗Fp
Fp

if and only if (η, [Mk′ωf ])M′
Ig,H′

= 0 for all η ∈ H0(M′Ig,H′ ,Ω
1
M′

Ig,H′/Fp
). But

by Theorem 4.14 [Mk′ωf ] is in the unit root subspace of H1
dR(M′Ig,H′/Fp), which

has trivial intersection with the space of global differentials, which is a maximal
isotropic subspace for the pairing (, )M′

Ig,H′
. So if (η, [Mk′ωf ])M′

Ig,H′
= 0 for η ∈

H0(M′Ig,H′ ,Ω
1
M′

Ig,H′/Fp
) then [Mk′ωf ] = 0. The converse is clear. �
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5. The Main Theorem

5.1. Proof of the main result. From Theorem 4.13, Lemma 4.25 and Proposition
4.28 we see that we have constructed a companion form ωf ′ as a differential. Note
that ωf ′ has character (of (Op/p)×)) ω−k

p at p, and ρπ′
∼= ρπ. Furthermore, it has

character ω−k′

pi
at pi for pi 6= p, because the diamond operators at pi act trivially on

a and thus on ωA. We now reverse the process that associated ωf to π, associating a
mod p Hilbert modular form π′ to ωf ′ . Firstly, by the Deligne-Serre lemma there is
a characteristic zero differential ωF ′ whose Hecke eigenvalues lift those of ωf ′ . This
differential corresponds to an automorphic form π2 on G′(AQ) such that ψ′∞ is of
weight 2, where BC(π2) = (ψ′,Π′). Put π′E = JL(Π′). Note that π′E ∼= (π′E)∨ ◦ c;
if now η′ is a character such that η′c/η′ = χπ′E

, we have

(π′E ⊗ η′) ◦ c ∼= (π′E)c ⊗ η′c

∼= (π′E)∨ ⊗ η′c

∼= π′E ⊗ χ−1
π′E
⊗ η′c

∼= π′E ⊗ η′,

so there exists π′ on GL2(AF ) such that BCE/F (π′) = π′E ⊗ η′. Again, (η′)∞ is
trivial, and we choose η′ so that η′p is trivial. We wish to check that π′ is ordinary
at all primes dividing p; this follows from

Theorem 5.1. Let Π be a weight two Hilbert modular form of level np and character
ε (a strict ray class character of conductor np), and suppose it has character ωj

pi
at

pi, with 0 < j < p− 2. Let the slope of Π be the p-adic valuation of the eigenvalue
api of Upi on Π. Then:

• If Π has slope 0, then ρΠ|Ipi

∼=
(
ωj+1

pi
∗

0 1

)
;

• If Π has slope 1, then ρΠ|Ipi

∼=
(
ωpi ∗
0 ωj

pi

)
;

• If Π has slope in the interval(0,1), then ρΠ|Ipi

∼= ω1+j
2 ⊕ ωp(1+j)

2 , where ω2 is
a fundamental character of niveau 2 associated to pi.

Proof. The proof is very similar to that of Proposition 6.17 of [Sav04]. In fact,
the proof, being purely local (and recall that we are in the case where p is totally
split in F ), is identical once one has a generalisation of the results of [Sai97] to the
Hilbert case, for which see Theorem 1 of [Sai03] �

We now repeat the above arguments at all other primes of F dividing p, until
we obtain a weight 2 level np Hilbert modular form π′ with character ω−k′

pi
at all

pi|p, with ρπ′ |Gal(E/E)
∼= ρπ|Gal(E/E).

This does not, of course, guarantee that we have ρπ′
∼= ρπ. However:

Theorem 5.2. There exists a weight 2 level np Hilbert modular form π′ with char-
acter ω−k′

pi
at all pi|p such that the representation ρπ′ : Gal(F/F ) → GL2(Fp)

satisfies ρπ′
∼= ρπ.

Proof. Suppose not. For any imaginary quadratic extensionK/Q as above, and CM
extension E = FK of F , we can construct a π′K as above, satisfying ρπ′K

|Gal(E/E)
∼=

ρf |Gal(E/E). Since there are only finitely many mod p weight 2 level np Hilbert
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modular forms, there are only a finite number of “candidate” automorphic forms
πi. For each πi there must (by the Cebotarev density theorem and our assumption
that there is no such π′ with ρπ′

∼= ρπ) be infinitely many places at which πi is
unramified principal series with the “wrong” characters mod p. In particular, we
may choose such a place vi for each πi; then choosing K/Q to split at the places
of Q lying below all of the vi gives a contradiction. �

Theorem (Theorem A). Let F be a totally real field in which an odd prime p splits
completely. Let π be a mod p Hilbert modular form of parallel weight 2 < k < p and
level n, with n coprime to p. Suppose that π is ordinary at all primes p|p, and that
the mod p representation ρπ : Gal(F/F ) → GL2(Fp) is irreducible and is tamely
ramified at all primes p|p. Then there is a companion form π′ of parallel weight
k′ = p+ 1− k and level n satisfying ρπ′

∼= ρπ ⊗ χk′−1.

Proof. Firstly, we deal with the case where [F (ζp) : F ] = 2 and ρπ|Gal(F/F (ζp)) is
reducible. In this case we can directly construct a companion form, in a similar
fashion to [Wie04]. Since ρπ|Gal(F/F (ζp)) is reducible, ρ is induced from a character

ψ on Gal(F/F (ζp)). As in Lemma 2 of [Wie04] we take the Teichmuller lift ψ̃ :

Gal(F/F (ζp)) → O×F [ζp], so that ρ̃ := IndGal(F/F )

Gal(F/F (ζp))
ψ̃ is an odd (as p > 2) lift of

ρ, corresponding to a modular form of weight 1. By hypothesis ρ|Gal(F p/Fp) is the
direct sum of two characters, one of which is unramified; but then it is easy to see
that ψ̃2 must be unramified, which yields k − 1 = p − 1 or k − 1 = (p − 1)/2. In
the first case, the weight one form is unramified principal series at p, and is thus
the required companion form; and in the second case we twist with the quadratic
character whose restriction to Gal(F/F (ζp)) is trivial, and then use Hida theory to
move to the required companion form in weight (p+ 1)/2.

In the general case, we must prove that the mod p, level np weight 2 modular
form π′ constructed in Theorem 5.2 is also of weight k′ and level n. But again, it
follows from the Hida theory in [Wil88] that we have an ordinary form of weight k′

and level np, and it remains to check that this form cannot be new at any pi|p. This
is, however, easy; as the character at pi is unramified (because we are in weight
k′), π′pi

would have to be special, which immediately contradicts the fact that it
is ordinary, provided that k′ 6= 2; but in this case we may use Theorem 6.2 of
[Jar04]. �
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